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Kenner traffic
concerns being
addressed as design
work begins on new
airport access road
An ordinance spelling out the details of a
“Memorandum of Understanding” between Kenner
and the New Orleans Aviation Board, in advance of a
$7 million project to build a new, four-lane airport access road and make other traffic improvements, was
introduced at the Kenner City Council meeting held
on April 23, 2015.
The new access road is needed because construction is expected to begin this summer on a
$650 million project to build a new North Terminal
at Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport with two concourses and 30 gates along with a
2,000-space parking garage and other improvements.
New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu has set a goal of
early 2018 to complete the project.
The North Terminal Access Road will be built
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With leadership from Iftikhar Ahmad, Armstrong International growing
by leaps and bounds
By Allan Katz
Armstrong New Orleans International Airport
is Louisiana’s largest airport processing over 80.3 percent of all passengers traveling into the state. The airport is also the region’s largest asset having a $5.3 billion economic impact on the regional economy in 2013
as found in a recent economic study by economist Dr.
Timothy Ryan. In the five years since Iftikhar Ahmad
was named to the top job at Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport, the Kenner-based facility
has shown an incredible growth spurt. Still to come is
a new $650 million North Terminal with construction
slated to begin later this year.
Armstrong International was serving 7.7 million
passengers in 2009. In 2010, Ahmad’s first year at the
helm of the airport, the passenger count jumped to
$8.2 million. In 2014, the airport surpassed the 2004
pre-Katrina passenger numbers, with 9,785,394 passengers served. Airport officials aspire to have 10 million
passengers served this year, which would be a record
high in the airport’s 68 year history.
During Ahmad’s tenure in Kenner, he and his

City’s budget increases due
to expected modest growth
in revenues
For fiscal year 2014-2015, Kenner’s operating
budget was $59.3 million with a $3.6 million capital
budget. Kenner Mayor Michael S. Yenni has proposed a slightly increased $60.4 million operating
budget along with a $3.5 million capital budget for
upcoming fiscal year 2015-2016.
For the city of Kenner, sales taxes are the major
source of revenues and, for a half-decade now, consumer spending has been down and sales tax revenues
have been stagnant. Only a one-half percent increase
in sales tax collection by the city is projected in this up

coming fiscal year.
The main reason the operating budget has been
increased in the coming year is because of a significant
increase in employee health insurance costs along with
a proposed three percent raise for police and city employees. Fire department personnel will also get a three
percent raise of which two percent is state-mandated.
The city is also expecting an increase in permit fees
from the Louis Armstrong New Orleans International
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Dodt cautions residents to be
prepared for all potential
impacts of hurricanes
Tornadoes and power outages have recently been
occurring in Kenner. They are also two common impactful events that communities face when hurricanes
strike. “But,” said Doug Dodt, emergency preparedness
coordinator for the city of Kenner, “Both are sometimes
overlooked by residents when preparing for the hurricane season. People need to be realistic about what
conditions will be like if these events occur during a
storm,” said Dodt. “I ask residents, ‘Are you as ready
as you can be for those conditions?’”
Weather experts say hurricanes typically spin off
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Doug Dodt
Kenner Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
a number of tornadoes, particularly in bands of intense
thunderstorms just ahead and often just to the east of
a storm. Such a tornado occurred during Hurricane
Andrew in 1992 that killed two people and injured 32
others on a nine-mile path from LaPlace to Reserve.
Certainly, tornadoes aren’t all that unheard
of in Kenner, even when it isn’t hurricane season, as
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Architect rendering of the Armstrong International North Terminal project
staff have attracted 12 additional airlines to Armstrong
International and added 22 additional non-stop destinations that can now be accessed from Armstrong.
The airport has reached an all-time record high with

Public hearings to
be held before any
Kenner Recreation
Department changes
are made
The Kenner City Council approved a new master plan for the city’s recreation department in May
2015 and Kenner Recreation Director Ken Marroccoli and Chief Administrative Officer Mike Quigley
say they are excited about the new master plan. But,
along with Kenner District 5 Councilman Dominick
Impastato, they are also concerned that many Kenner residents are worrying unnecessarily about huge
changes to the department that aren’t going to happen.
“This master plan is something new and it mentions the possibility of sports academies at one or
more of our playgrounds,” Quigley said. “I think some
residents are concerned there is going to be a wholesale takeover. But that just isn’t going to happen.”
“Recreation as we know it now will change for
just a few, but for the most part it will be the same
as it is now. Kids will go play in a park and it will be
free and they will do all the things they have been
accustomed to doing forever,” explained Marroccoli.
After learning about the declining youth sports
participation throughout the city, Mayor Michael S.
Yenni asked Quigley, Marroccoli and Impastato to
research other recreation departments in the area as
well as in the state and to come up with a new master plan so that Kenner can stop the flow of residents

15 airlines serving 48 non-stop destinations, including
four non-stop international destinations of Cancun,
Punta Cana, Toronto and Panama City. This has led
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pursuing recreational opportunities elsewhere for
their children, including outside of the city.
“We are reaching a crossroads and it’s time to
take some action,” Yenni said.
The main benefit of the new master has nothing to do with sports academies. Instead, Quigley said
the master plan allows Marroccoli and city officials to
make some necessary changes in outdated rules and
policies in the department.
Mayor Yenni said he understands why some
people are concerned. “Change can be very scary,”
he said. “But what people need to understand is the
change is only to update and modernize what we do
have and the public will be involved throughout this
process.”
One of two likely changes includes when sports
are played. Traditionally, football, basketball and
baseball had their own seasons and those rules remain in place, even as demand has changed over the
years. “We know that at some playgrounds, there is
little demand for baseball. Instead, basketball is the
popular sport,” Marroccoli said. “We can set up basketball leagues beyond the traditional times of the
year in those areas. The same thing applies for playgrounds where baseball is the number one sport and
other sports have trouble fielding teams.”
The second rule likely to change has to do with
playground boundaries.
Quigley said the research he, Marroccoli and
Impastato conducted shows that sports leagues have
page 19
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one world one sky: Big Birds

Saturdays - 11 a.m. H Running time: 27 minutes Adventure
Presented by:

Join Big Bird, Elmo, and their friend from China, Hu Hu Zhu as they locate the Big
Dipper, the North Star, and the Moon in the night sky. Take an imaginary trip to
the moon and discover how different it is from Earth. Audiences will see that even
though friends may live in different countries, we all share the same sky!

Dream to Fly

Saturdays - 12 p.m. & 2 p.m. H Running time: 35 minutes

Since the beginning of history, people have dreamed of flying. Tales of mythical dragon flights
thrilled ancient dreamers. Storytellers wove airy fantasies of magic carpet rides. Leonardo da
Vinci stoked the dreams of flight with his fantastic drawings and through his eyes, we learned to
look at nature for the secrets of flight. Open your audience’s hearts and minds to new ideas about flight, and learn how
generations of dreamers pursued the ancient impulse that has taken us from the ground to the stars.

Saturdays – 1 p.m. H Running time: 45 minutes
Party to a mix of today’s most popular musical artists in this dazzling display of color and light.
Laser animations bring to life selections from Lady Gaga, Lil’ Jon, Katy Perry, Lorde,
and Pharrell Williams among many others! This show is sure to get you poppin’!

N ine Planets and Counting
Saturdays - 3 p.m. H Running time: 35 minutes

How many planets are there in our solar system? Nine, right? Or is it eight? Maybe it’s
ten, or twelve, or more. Take a tour to explore the variety of objects that populate our
solar system. Along the way, we’ll examine each planet individually and then step back
to look at the big picture. Just what is a planet, anyway? The answer may surprise you.

Tuesday - Friday by appointment only, for schools/camps/groups
E-mail hglorioso@kenner.la.us or call 468-7231 for reservations, group rates or info.
GENERAL PUBLIC - SATURDAYS ONLY H Box Office opens at 10:45 a.m.
Admission: Adults, $6 per show H Children/Seniors, $5 per show H Multi-show packages available

www.kenner.la.us

MegadomeAd_0515.indd 1

show schedule subject to change
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Fresh fruits, vegetables & dairy for sale grown locally!
Homemade jams and jellies!
Cooking demos, gardening tips & more!

NOW Open Every Saturday • 8 a.m. - 1 p.m.

FREE PARKING AND ADMISSION
400 block of Williams across from Exhibition Hall

To become a vendor
or for more information call Nancy Ladner,
Parks & Recreation 504-468-7211
visit www.kenner.la.us
Farmers Market_0615.indd 1

CityofKennerFP_0615.indd 1

www.Facebook.com/RivertownFarmersMarket
5/23/15 6:05 AM
5/23/15 6:05 AM
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plate lunches, meat pies, savory pastries,
fresh cane juice, natural shakes & juices

Coxinha
deep-fried fritters made with
spiced & floured shredded chicken.

BRAZILIAN MARKET & CAFE
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www.brazilianmarketcafe.com

BrazilianMarket&Cafe_0214.indd 1
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At Ochsner Medical Center – Kenner we care for
women through all stages of their lives – from
pregnancy to annual check-ups and menopause, we
can handle it all. When it's time to have a baby, our
Family Birthing Center includes private birthing
rooms, a Level II Neonatal Intensive Care Unit and
free prenatal classes.

Williams

Feijoada
traditional black bean & pork stew made with
salted pork, smoked pork ribs & smoked sausage
served with collard greens, orange slices & rice
sprinkled with tapioca flour (farofa).
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Using Achiote, a very popular Hispanic
spice paste, I turned an ordinary pot of lentils
into an Italian feast.
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Start by finding Achiote at your local grocery
or Hispanic Market.

44

Sauté an onion in two to three tablespoons of
olive oil. Add 5 cups of water and one cup of
lentils and bring to a light boil. Add 1 teaspoon each fresh-cracked black pepper and
kosher salt, or to taste.
Reduce heat to medium and add two to three tablespoons of Achiote along with a small or
medium can crushed or diced tomatoes, with sauce.
Allow to simmer until lentils are plump and tender and a fair amount of the liquid has
been absorbed.
Add a cup to a cup-and-a-half of desired pasta – I love the large shells as they cradle the
lentils – and cook a bit longer then turn off the heat. Pasta will continue to cook.
Serve along with grated cheese and a warm, toasted baguette and a side of garlic butter.

To schedule an appointment, please call
504.464.8506 or visit ochsner.org/kenner.
Your appointment is just a few clicks away with

ONLINE APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING
for patients through

.

Visit my.ochsner.org.

Enjoy!
The website foodieforone.com is a food blog dedicated to the enjoyment of food with
gusto by Joy Fontenelle Hirdes and Gustavo Gonzalez. Comments and questions are
welcomed and can be sent to foodieforone@yahoo.com. For detailed recipe directions
and step by step photos visit foodieforone.com.

Recipe Corner_0615.indd 1

5/23/15 6:02 AM

Primary Care AD_5w-13.125t.indd 1

2/19/15 2:57 PM
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Work

NOW

OPEN
2201 Williams Blvd.

287-4492

(NEXT DOOR TO ICE HOUSE, CORNER OF 22ND STREET)

Monday - Saturday • 7 am - 8 pm • Sunday • 8 am - 8 pm

Low Gas Prices

Live

We’re your BOILING headquarters!
Potatoes, Corn, Garlic

CAJUNLAND

20 pack

Play

Longnecks
bottles

Miller Lite
Bud

with
us

24 pack 12 oz cans

Miller Lite
Bud

SUITCASE
Bud Lite
Coors Lite

2151 Williams Blvd. – RIGHT BEHIND CAR WASH – 469-3503 • theicehousekenner.com
Stop by and try our
Monday - Thursday
7 am - 6 pm
Friday and Saturday
7 am - 7 pm
Sunday • 8 am - 5 pm

800-223-2060 • GULFBANK.COM
GCB_tech_kennerad6936.indd 1

Bud Lite
Coors Lite

5.99

5/19/15 3:24 PM

FOAM BRUSH
AUTOMATIC
CAR WASH

IceHouse_0615.indd 1

$

2 OFF
any car wash
use code 2260

5/23/15 6:08 AM

www.nolasportsmedicine.com
Sports Injuries
Shoulder and Knee Conditions
Minimally Invasive Arthroscopy
Physical Therapy
Orthopedic Center_1114.indd 1

467-5900

671 W. Esplanade

943-5777

889-2663

7030 Canal Boulevard 4921 Airline Drive
10/24/14 8:44 PM
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from The Editor

Airport Director Iftikhar Ahmad and staff making history at Armstrong International
By Allan Katz

In the world of
airport administration,
Iftikhar Ahmad is the
equivalent of a first
round draft choice who
makes All-Pro as a rookie and is invited to the Pro Bowl.
Even for those who have followed his career it’s
hard to believe that five years have passed since Ahmad
arrived in Kenner to take charge at Louis Armstrong New
Orleans International Airport where his predecessor had
gotten himself in trouble and ended up incarcerated.
Ahmad came here as an airport director from a
smaller airport in Dayton, Ohio to run Armstrong International which serves 80.3 percent of all those flying
into the state. Give the New Orleans Aviation Board
credit. They picked Ahmad from a slew of applicants.
It’s the airport equivalent of the New England Patriots
selecting quarterback Tom Brady in the sixth round of
the NFL draft.
What makes Ahmad special is his energy, drive,
determination and vision. All of these were qualities
that had been sorely lacking at Armstrong International for many, many years. Back in the 1980s, during my
days with the local New Orleans daily newspaper, I in-
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terviewed an executive from one of the world’s great airlines who said that New Orleans International Airport
at that time “was one of the worst airports in the world
when it came to helping airlines operate on a profitable
basis here and also one of the worst in the world when
it came to passenger amenities.” At the time, that came
as a shock to me because I didn’t realize how far New
Orleans and south Louisiana had fallen behind the airports such as Atlanta, Dallas, Houston and Memphis. I
also didn’t understand at that time that having a great
airport was as important to a modern metropolis as a
great railroad terminal was to a metropolis of the 1900s.
A long time has passed and a lot has happened
since then, but, five years ago, Ahmad came aboard and
set out to change the culture at Armstrong Airport. He
pulled together an excellent team of administrators to
help him. He deliberately set out to open up lanes of
communication with Kenner officials, along with Jefferson Parish and state officials. Almost from his first day
in Kenner, Ahmad began speaking of “the partnership
that binds the airport and the city of Kenner together.
Both would benefit from this partnership which will
make the airport more successful in its operations
while helping Kenner grow its economy, creating new
jobs and business investments that will help Kenner to
become one of the nation’s best cities of its size.”
Under the Ahmad administration the airline cost
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billion in local spending, $2.4 billion in local earnings
and $534 million in state and local tax revenue.
My guess is that the construction of the North
Terminal will capture the attention of the airport industry and Ahmad will become the airport equivalent of a
first round draft choice. The Aviation Board has found
itself with an outstanding visionary director, the likes of
which it has never seen before.
Ahmad likes it here. He thinks Kenner is a great
place to live, work and raise a family. His two sons are
enrolled at Ridgewood Preparatory High School, located in Metairie, and have found the school a good fit.
Ahmad also recognizes the historic importance of completing and opening the North Terminal in 2018, 300
years after the founding of New Orleans and the region
by the French, just in time for the city’s tricentennial
celebration.
By the time the North Terminal is completed, an
estimated 13,500 workers will have had a hand in its
building. The opening of the North Terminal will be a
catalyst for growth all along Kenner’s Veterans Boulevard. Unlike many of his predecessors, Ahmad’s name
will go down in the history books as a true visionary and
one who has helped change the face of the city of Kenner. Let’s hope he stays for a long time.
Allan Katz can be reached at allanlkatz@bellsouth.net.
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Kenner Star is a tabloid newspaper published monthly
and is distributed by direct mail free to all registered
voter households in Kenner, numbering almost 20,000
households. An additional 2,000 copies are also distributed
each month in high traffic locations in Kenner.

of per enplanement to operate at Armstrong International has been nearly cut in half to $8.03 in 2014 versus
a projected $16.31 while the opening of attractive new
food outlets and retail stores doubled the non-airline
revenues of the airport. Twelve new airlines have inaugurated service at Armstrong International since
Ahmad arrived and passenger boardings have risen by
over 31 percent. That’s quite a jump for an airport once
derided as one of the worst, now hailed by airline industry magazines as one of 2013’s fastest growing airports
in the nation. And now the airport has a record high of
15 airlines flying in with 48 non-stop destinations including four international non-stop flights.
So, when New Orleans Mayor Mitch Landrieu told
Ahmad that he wanted to lift the airport to one of the
best, the airport director and his staff were ready. They
produced plans for a new terminal – to be called the
North Terminal – on the north side of the airport tract
adjacent to Veterans Boulevard and Loyola Avenue. The
cost will be prodigious – more than $650 million – one
of the largest construction projects in Louisiana. They
anticipate driving the piles for the North Terminal later
this year.
According to economist Dr. Timothy Ryan, overall
the new terminal is projected to increase the regional
economic impact of the airport more than 20 percent by
2023, annually supporting 64,000 plus jobs, creating $6.4

Nojo should have been a no go
By Jeff Crouere
It still is hard to
fathom what happened
with the New Orleans
Public Library Foundation. How did the leadership of the foundation get awarded to Irvin Mayfield, a
musician with no expertise in libraries and no degree in
library science? Well, it was another boneheaded move by
the former mayor of New Orleans Ray Nagin, the true “Master of Disaster.” Nagin now sits in federal prison for a variety
of corrupt activities, but his decision to place Mayfield at
the position of foundation president will rank as another
one of his many mistakes while in office.
During 2012-13, Mayfield directed $863,000 of the
foundation’s money to the New Orleans Jazz Orchestra
(NOJO). During this period, Mayfield was leading the
foundation and the jazz orchestra and created this financial arrangement. At the same time, Mayfield and Ronald
Markham, a library foundation board member, were collecting six figure salaries from NOJO.
While Mayfield and Markham are still associated
with NOJO, both have resigned from the library foundation board. An ill-advised effort to build a mini-library
within the headquarters of NOJO has been shelved, at
least for the time being.
Obviously, new library foundation board President
Bob Brown is facing a major task in investigating the activities of Mayfield and his associates. The internal investigation will not be the only one involving the library foundation
as the FBI has now launched a probe into the questionable
relationship with NOJO.
What is especially troubling is that Mayfield remains
the artistic director of NOJO and Markham is still the
group’s president and chief executive officer. While promising to return the library foundation’s $863,000 donation,
NOJO’s spokeswoman still maintains the group wants to
have a relationship with the city’s libraries.

After the revelations involving this scandal, it will be
a much better idea for the libraries of New Orleans to cut
all ties with NOJO. Many foundation donors are quite angry
that their funds were misdirected to NOJO. They have accurately noted that the mission of the library foundation
should be solely focused on helping to maintain a crumbling library system.
If the foundation had been doing its job, instead
of playing jazz, the conditions of city libraries might
have been much better. The library system was in such
need of repair that city officials were able to persuade
75 percent of Orleans Parish voters to approve a 2.5 mill
increase in property taxes to direct more funds to the
libraries of New Orleans.
Congratulations to WWL-TV for uncovering the sordid Mayfield mess; however, the station should have aired
their report prior to the library millage election. This may
have influenced the vote, but withholding the information
prevented voters from having complete information on the
library system when they cast their ballots.
The election was held on May 2, a date filled with
popular events throughout New Orleans, including Jazz
Fest. It was an election guaranteed to produce a very low
turnout. Louisiana Secretary of State Tom Schedler predicted a turnout in “the teens” and the voters of Orleans
Parish did not disappoint.
Other parishes in Louisiana utilized a similar
strategy by placing tax issues on the ballot with little
or nothing else to attract voter interest. Parish leaders
were determined to discourage robust voter participation. The politicians take advantage of low voter turnout
to subvert the true will of the people. They make sure
their friends, family and co-workers vote, knowing that
it will skew the results toward approving a tax millage
that otherwise would not pass.
If the tax issues would have been placed on the ballot
during the October governor’s race, when the turnout will
be high, the results might have been very different.
When given a choice, Louisiana voters usually rebuff

tax increases, unless the proponents are successful with a
media campaign. In Orleans Parish, former Crescent City
First Ladies, as well as the nation’s First Lady, Michelle
Obama, campaigned in favor of the library tax increase. In
opposition, no significant political figure emerged to lead
the fight. Thus, only the library tax supporters used the media to get their supporters to the polls.
Along with the scant publicity about the election and
the scam tactic used by politicians to take advantage of
low voter turnout to pass tax issues, there is also the important issue of cost. Louisiana is currently facing a $1.6
billion budget deficit. State officials should be looking for
every possible way to save money. Instead parish leaders
throughout the state scheduled the May 2 election which
cost taxpayers approximately $2.07 million or $1250 for
each of the 1656 precincts which participated.
There will also be a significant cost to the New Orleans Public Library Foundation for allowing its mission
to be subverted by a local Pied Piper. Along with Mayfield and Markham, all members of the library foundation who approved the NOJO donations deserve plenty
of blame. They were accessories to this horrific fiscal
“crime.” It remains to be seen if it is an actual crime or
just an appalling lack of judgment.
Going forward the library foundation should be
completely restructured with an entirely new board.
It will take quite a while for the group to rebuild trust
with donors who were abused by musicians masquerading as library advocates.
Jeff Crouere is a native New Orleanian and his
Louisiana-based television program, “Ringside Politics,”
airs at 7:30 p.m. on Fridays and at 10:00 p.m. Sundays
on PBS television station WLAE-TV, Channel 32, and
from 7:00 a.m. until 11:00 a.m. weekdays on radio station WGSO 990 AM in New Orleans and the north shore.
Crouere is a political analyst for WGNO-TV ABC26. Visit
Crouere’s website at www.ringsidepolitics.com or email
Crouere at jeff@ringsidepolitics.com..
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Prepare for the worst, hope
for the best

Government

By Michael S. Yenni – Kenner Mayor
Like most of you,
one of my greatest
fears every hurricane
season is that Kenner will be in the path of a tropical
storm or hurricane. That’s why one of the first things
I did when I was elected in 2010 was to hire an emergency preparedness coordinator.
We are still expanding and securing an emergency operations center. In the past year, we received
about $400,000 in grants for communications equipment and to windproof the building.Doug Dodt, our
EPC, focuses on training opportunities and ways for
the city to be as prepared as possible. We had a great
test run in 2012 and I was extremely proud of the way
we responded to Hurricane Isaac.
But no city is truly prepared for a storm unless
its residents think ahead and act now to put together
an emergency supply kit and decide on a family evacuation plan. And even more importantly, be ready to
evacuate.
Most Kenner residents opted not to evacuate
during Hurricane Isaac, which was a tropical storm for
much of the time as it approached the city. Suffering in
90-degree temperatures, and without power for a week
after the storm, I know many, many people who wished
they had left.
I think it may be easier to make the decision to
leave if you already have a family evacuation plan in
place. Decide now where family members will meet to
evacuate from the area. Select a destination and make

sure it is far enough from the coast. In the event you
get a late start, be certain you understand the state’s
contraflow evacuation plan. Please see the Kenner
contraflow map shown at right. Additional information
on evacuation is available at www.kenner.la.us/6/6%20
Hurricane%20032913.pdf.
Whether you remain in your home or evacuate,
it’s important to have a disaster supply kit stocked up
before the storm hits. Experts recommend at least a
five-day supply of food and water. Be sure to include basic tools, first aid supplies and don’t forget the pets. For
a list of items to include in your family disaster supply
kit, go to www.kenner.la.us/6/Family_Disaster_Supply_Kit.pdf.
Try to get out of the city before contraflow is put
into place. Huge traffic jams are much more likely during contraflow than if you leave earlier.
If residents do their part, prepare now and are
ready to evacuate if a storm approaches the city, we’ll
do all we can to keep you informed and to protect your
property while you are out of town.
Hopefully, we’ll have a repeat of last year’s hurricane season and there will be no hurricanes in the
Gulf. Just make sure that you and your family are prepared – just in case. As I always say: Hope for the best.
Prepare for the worst.
Mayor Yenni can be reached at 468-7240 or by
email at kennermayor@kenner.la.us.

Police
Summer vacation safety basics
By Michael Glaser – Kenner Police Chief
During summer
vacation, there is less
structure to your children’s days and more
opportunity to find
themselves in unsafe
situations. Summertime can be safe and fun if children understand the rules that can keep them from
harm’s way.
Please don’t assume your child knows all these
simple rules. It takes one forgetful moment for a tragedy to occur. Please review these tips with your children
now and over the summer.
The best way to keep a child safe is for parents
to be observant and good listeners. Get to know their
friends, learn about their activities and spend time
talking with them every day. Working together, we can
keep children safe.
Teach your kids the “check first” rule. Before
going anywhere, they need to check with you or the
person in charge.
Explain to your children that they must never
go to movies, malls, public restrooms, or parks alone.
Ask your kids to be careful where they play and
to stay away from pools, canals, and lakes unless
they are with a trusted adult.

Remind your kids not to play on busy streets or
in deserted areas.
If your child is home alone, he or she must
always keep the door locked. Never tell anyone who
calls that they are home alone. Leave emergency
numbers with instructions to dial 9-1-1 in case of an
emergency.
Teach your kids not to get into the car with anyone but you and trusted friends.
No matter the length of your journey, please
buckle up everyone in your car at all times.
All bicycle riders should wear helmets and ride
with traffic on the right side of the road.
If you own a gun, keep it out of sight and reach
of children. Always keep it unloaded. Teach your kids
the four basic rules of gun safety education: stop;
don’t touch; leave the area; tell an adult.
Chief Glaser can be reached by email at kpd@
kenner.la.us. Visit the Kenner Police Department
website at www.kennerpd.com. You can also download the free Kenner Police Department mobile app
for both Apple and Android devices as well as access
the Kenner Police Department Facebook and Twitter
pages for the latest updated crime, traffic and other
law enforcement-related information..

KPD POST Academy graduates
Kenner Police Chief Michael J. Glaser recently
announced that the Kenner Police Department’s
Twelfth Peace Officer Standards and Training
(P.O.S.T.) Academy class graduated on May 1, 2015.
The academy began on January 12, 2015. Graduating recruits are Kenner Police Officers Alexander
Barnes, Zachary Babin, Ian Cantrell, Ismael Cornejo,
Daniel Grayson, Nathan Hodges, Kyle Nugent, Gloisha Osburn and Katherine Smith, Harbor Police
Officer Sean VanCourt and Orleans Parish Sheriff’s

Office Deputy Ryan Warner
Applicants accepted into the academy have successfully completed a complex and stringent hiring
process, which includes passing an extensive background investigation, psychological exams, physical
fitness assessment and final selection through an
oral administrative review board process.
Students in the academy must abide by strict
codes of discipline while they receive over 600 hours
page 19
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Kenner disaster and storm preparedness a year round process
By Doug Dodt – Kenner Emergency Preparedness Coordinator
In Kenner, disaster and storm
preparations are a
year round process.
Kenner’s Office of
Emergency Management works with Mayor Michael S. Yenni and his
administration to ensure that the city has the resources available to respond to any disaster. Preparations include updating written plans; training
in an “all hazards” emergency management approach; identifying specific needs of municipal
agencies; acquiring equipment and supplies; developing contingencies; and organizing for specialized operations. Collaborating, developing trust
and building professional work relationships with
our parish, state, regional and federal homeland
security and emergency preparedness response
partners is an essential part of this process.
The following are some of the highlights of
what’s been going on over the past year.
Better information sharing
Information sharing is of vital importance
during a crisis. The Kenner’s Information Technology and Tele-Communications staff works closely
with our office of emergency management to maintain a comprehensive emergency preparedness
webpage on the city’s website. The site, www.kenner.la.us/pages/section_6_77.asp, is continuously
updated with new information. At this website,
Kenner’s residents and business owners will find
all manner of information and links to hundreds
of other sites concerning homeland security, storm
preparation, emergency alert systems, family and
business disaster planning and storm relief/recovery activities.
Kenner’s Office of Emergency Management
maintains an EM Alert system that notifies city
officials and department heads of hazards or developing situations occurring not only locally, but
throughout the region. We monitor a number of
public and secure communications networks on a
daily basis and issue internal alerts when appropriate. Messages may include weather forecasts
or severe weather advisories; incidents effecting
our interstate highway, local road system or rail
lines; incidents at Louis Armstrong New Orleans
International Airport; conditions along the river,
lake and the local levee system; homeland security
and critical infrastructure concerns; public safety
and local police/fire activity. This supports not only
routine municipal planning and operations, but
critical information is shared in timely fashion
vertically, horizontally and across all city agencies
in the event of a crisis. This information is also
shared with the public when necessary.
In 2014, a city mobile app was added to the
inventory of social media offerings capable of pushing timely, official and reliable information directly
to the public. The app provides updates on Kennerrelated events, conditions and services and provides a directory and link to official notices. Obtain
the free “Official City of Kenner” app for Apple or
Android devices
Likewise, the Kenner Police Department
mobile app will provide updates on Kenner-related
crime, traffic and minute-by-minute local road and
lane closures. The Kenner Police Department app
is available free for download on Apple or Android
devices. Search for Kenner Police Department.
Both the city and police department also
maintain individual websites along with Twitter and Facebook accounts. Utilizing their smart

phone, laptop, tablet or desktop computer, Kenner
residents now have immediate access to reliable,
timely information on local conditions and events.
Improvements to emergency operations
center
Over the past year, the city continued to
build out the emergency operations center (EOC)
located in south Kenner. In the event of a local
crisis or major storm, the EOC becomes the nerve
center for municipal government activity. All departments, including police, fire, public works and
some local utilities, will be represented in the EOC.
Secure communications is established between
municipal, parish, state and federal agencies. Officials work in a coordinated and collaborative
fashion to identify hazards and direct resources
in a prioritized response to actual or developing
emergency situations. The EOC can support 24hour operations and house first responders for an
extended period of time if needed. Activating the
EOC ensures that our local government is capable
of effectively and efficiently addressing the impacts of a disaster while ensuring we have access
to additional resources, mutual aid and relief from
outside agencies if needed.
In 2014, the city’s information technology
department significantly upgraded the telephone
system at the EOC, ensuring more reliable communications between the public and city officials
during a disaster. Also, working closely with Kenner Police Chief Michael Glaser, the facility was
upgraded to accommodate specialized law enforcement activities, ensuring even better coordination between our law enforcement officers and
municipal departments in the event of a crisis.
Grant funded projects
Working closely with the Jefferson Parish
Emergency Management Department, Jefferson
Parish Homeland Security Committee, GOHSEP
(Governor’s Office of Homeland Security and
Emergency Preparedness) and FEMA, the city
administration has been able to secure grants for
a number of specialized equipment projects. Over
the past year, the following improvements and
equipment, valued at over $400,000, have been
provided at no cost to the city:
FEMA funded a complete wind retrofit of
Kenner’s Public Works Department/EOC complex
in south Kenner. This project, due to be completed
by the start of the 2015 hurricane season in June,
will provide automated storm shutters to cover
all remaining windows in the facility where city
employees work and are housed during a major
storm event. Providing for the safety of our police,
fire and public works employees ensures they
will be able to remain safely and respond quickly
to residents’ needs during a crisis.
A federal grant provided a Louisiana Wireless Information Network (LWIN) capable portable radio dispatch console which will provide
even more effective and resilient communications with first responder agencies throughout
the region.
A number of portable satellite phone/radio
kits were obtained through a GOHSEP equipment
sharing program. These devices will to be utilized
by our city administration, police and fire departments in the event of local communications
infrastructure damage or service disruption.
A federal grant provided a complete ham radio setup and several handsets that will be used
to establish a permanent radio station in support
of a U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary EMCOMM team

MAYOR MICHAEL S. YENNI

Important Emergency Contacts
Kenner City Hall

468-7200

LA State Trooper

471-2775
363-5500

Kenner Police

712-2222 OR 911

Jeff Parish Sheriff

Kenner Fire

467-2211 OR 911

Entergy

1-800-968-8213
1-888-322-8667
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Public Works

468-7515

Atmos

Code Enforcement

468-4068

Water Dept

736-6060

Veolia (Sewerage)

468-7292

Red Cross (Local)

620-3105

that embeds with city officials in the EOC during
major storms.
City administrators and officials have worked
very hard over the past year to ensure that Kenner’s governmental agencies are capable of responding in an efficient and coordinated manner to severe weather events. As responsible
citizens, it is up to each of us to make certain
that we have taken the necessary steps to adequately prepare ourselves, our family and our
businesses for disaster response.

Mayor Yenni and the Office of Emergency
Management invite you to visit Kenner’s Emergency Preparedness webpage for detailed information
and links on severe weather and related subjects at
www.kenner.la.us/pages/section_6_77.asp. Also,
please retain the emergency contact numbers for
Kenner residents included in this column.
Doug Dodt is Kenner’s Emergency Preparedness Coordinator. For more information, call 4712100 or email oem@kenner.la.us.

My listings are under contract...NEED MORE
LISTINGS, ... Let me add yours to this ad!
NEW LISTING

Lana H.
Sackett

504-352-4934

4312 California $184,900

Brick home near lake, 4 bed 2 bath, new kitchen, granite counters,
garage, privacy fenced yard and freshly painted. Great price!
SALE PENDING

SALE PENDING

SALE PENDING

5408 Janice

114 Stephen St

443.6464
ext. 214

making home
ownership dreams
come true!

5008 Toby Lane

TO VIEW ALL LISTINGS:

www.lanasackett.com

Build that dream home on lovely Sauve Road
lot 96 x 236...new price $269,900.

Sackett_0615.indd 1

5/23/15 5:55 AM

We can save you money on monthly premiums!
Call 467-0800

Auto, Home Flood &
Business
insurance

www.guffeyinsurance.net
Proudly
rePresenting

Guffey_1214.indd 1

Since 1987

3409 Williams Blvd.
11/28/14 9:23 PM
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How old and dangerous are your tires?
By Scott Zimmerman
Recently, a story
was publicized about
an owner of a late
model Ford Explorer
in Georgia who needed a new tire for his SUV and
ended up buying a used one. Driving two weeks later,
the tread suddenly separated from the tire and the
Explorer went out of control hitting a motorcycle and
killing its rider. An analysis of the used tire revealed
that the “used” tire was nearly 10 years old.
In the past year an investigation into the cause
of the accident that killed actor Paul Walker revealed
that the Porsche Carrera GT in which he was riding
had nine-year-old tires. The California Highway Patrol
noted that the age of the tires might have compromised their drivability and handling characteristics,
according to the Los Angeles Times.
These two incidents illustrate not only the potential danger of buying used tires but also the perils
of driving on aging tires – including those that have
never spent a day on the road.
For years, people have relied on a tire’s tread
depth to determine its condition. But the rubber
compounds in a tire deteriorate with time, regardless of the condition of the tread. An old tire poses
a safety hazard.
For some people, old tires might never be an issue. If you drive a typical number of miles, somewhere
around 12,000 to 15,000 miles annually, a tire’s tread
will wear out in three to four years, long before the
rubber compound does. But if you only drive 6,000

miles a year or have a car that you only drive on week
ends, aging tires could be an issue. The age warning
also applies to spare tires and “new” tires that have
never been used but are old.
Do you know what happens to a tire as it ages?
Sean Kane, president of Safety Research & Strategies, Inc., compares an aging tire to an old rubber
band. “If you take a rubber band that’s been sitting
around a long time and stretch it, you will start to
see cracks in the rubber,” says Kane, whose organization is involved in research, analysis and advocacy on safety matters for the public and clients
including attorneys, engineering firms, supplier
companies, media and government.
That’s essentially what happens to a tire that’s
put on a vehicle and driven. Cracks in the rubber
begin to develop over time. They may appear on the
surface and inside the tire as well. This cracking can
eventually cause the steel belts in the tread to separate from the rest of the tire. An animation on the
Safety Research & Strategies website shows how this
happens. Improper maintenance and heat accelerate
the process.
Every tire that’s on the road long enough will
succumb to age. Tires that are rated for higher mileage have “anti-oxidant” chemical compounds built
into the rubber that will slow the aging process, but
nothing will stop the effects of time on rubber.
Do you know how long a tire will last? Carmakers, tire makers and rubber manufacturers differ
in their opinions about the lifespan of a tire. The

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) has no specific guidelines on tire aging
and defers to the recommendations of carmakers
and tire manufacturers. Carmakers such as Nissan
and Mercedes-Benz tell consumers to replace tires
six years after their production date, regardless of
tread life. Some tire manufacturers say a tire can
last up to 10 years, provided you get annual tire inspections after the fifth year.
The Rubber Manufacturers Association says
there is no way to put a date on when a tire “expires”
because such variable factors as heat, storage and
conditions of use can dramatically reduce the life of
a tire. Let’s look at how these factors can affect tires.
In reference to heat, NHTSA research has found
that tires age more quickly in warmer climates. NHTSA also found that environmental conditions like exposure to sunlight and coastal climates can hasten the
aging process. People who live in warm weather and
coastal states should keep this in mind when deciding
whether they should retire a tire.
In regard to storage, consider how spare tires
and tires that are sitting in a garage or shop live their
life. Some vehicles have a spare mounted underneath
the vehicle which exposes it to dirt and the elements
and can age the tire.
If your spare is in the trunk, it’s as if it is “baking
in a miniature oven,” says Dan Zielinski, senior vice
president of public affairs for the Rubber Manufacturers Association. Usually, the spare never sees the light
of day. But if the tire has been inflated and mounted
on a wheel, it is technically “in service,” even if it’s
never been used, Gervin says.

A tire that has not been mounted and is just
sitting in a tire shop or your garage will age more
slowly than one that has been put into service on a
car. But it ages nonetheless.
How is the tire used? This refers to how the tire is
treated. Is it properly inflated? Has it hit the curb too
many times? Has it ever been repaired for a puncture?
Tires on a car that is only driven on the weekends will
have a different aging pattern than those on a car that
is driven daily on the highway. All these factors contribute to how quickly or slowly a tire wears out.
Proper maintenance is the best thing a person
can do to ensure a long tire life. It is recommended
to maintain proper air pressure in tires, have them
rotated regularly and have them routinely inspected.
Next month, we will continue the discussion
on determining the age of tires, why you should not
buy used tires and how to make sure you are buying
fresh tires.
Scott Zimmerman is the owner of Scotty’s Tire
and Automotive, Inc., a family-owned and operated
full-service tire and automotive shop, located at 4200
Williams Boulevard in Kenner. Store hours are 7:30
a.m.-5:00 p.m. on Monday through Friday. Scotty’s
website is www.scottystireandauto.com.
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Kenner Youth Advisory Council welcomes new members
On May 21, 2015, 14 new members were inducted into the 2015-2016 Mayor’s Youth Advisory
Council (MYAC) in Kenner, ready to join the group
in its third year offering a youthful perspective on
important issues to Kenner officials.
Mayor Michael S. Yenni created the Youth
Council two years ago as a way to include the opinions of the future leaders of Kenner and to introduce
the teens to the ins and outs of local government.
“The 13 incoming members join 10 of the returning members from last year’s Youth Council,”
said Kenner Deputy Chief Administrative Office
Natalie Newton, the Kenner administration advisor
to the group. “Mayor Yenni and I do not have any
set agenda for the Youth Council. From meeting to
meeting, the members decide what they want to do
as a group and how they want to do it.”
The members, all between 14 and 19 years old,
live in Kenner and agree to attend monthly meetings
and other functions organized by the youth council.
The new members are Brenda Marie Hebert

from Archbishop Chapelle High School; Kala Zenella
from East Jefferson High School; Destiny David and
Christian Fernandez from Haynes Academy for Advanced Studies; Gerald Aviles and Josue Fuentes
from Holy Cross High School; Francesca Lopinto
from Metairie Park Country Day School; Danial Abbas and Daniel Lau from Riverdale High School; Raj
Shah from St. Martin’s Episcopal School and Julia
Pettus, Madeline Puente and Kristen Tholen from
St. Mary’s Dominican High School.
Returning members are Andres Fuentes from
Archbishop Rummel High School; Brett Hildreth
from Brother Martin High School; Deborah Alvarenga from Cabrini High School; Cameron Armand, Mayank Mardia, Evan Slatttery and Arjun Verma from
Jesuit High School; Alexis Aviles and Vanessa Barrios
from Mount Carmel Academy and Queen Tervalon
from St. Martin’s Episcopal School.
For more information on the Mayor’s Youth
Advisory Council, visit www.kenner.la.us (see the
MYAC subpage) or call Newton at 468-7240.

Photo by Barry Sprague

2015-2016 Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council
Thirteen new members and 10 returning members were sworn in as members of the
Kenner Mayor’s Youth Advisory Council. The event was held just prior to the Kenner City
Council’s May 21, 2015 regular meeting.

Josh Turner, Lonestar, Courtney Cole to headline 15th Uncle Sam Jam at Lafreniere Park
Jefferson Parish District 4 Councilman Ben
Zahn announced that country music chart-toppers
Josh Turner, Lonestar and Courtney Cole will take
center stage at this year’s expanded 15th annual
Uncle Sam Jam celebration scheduled for July 3,
2015 at the Al Copeland Concert and Meadow stage
in Lafreniere Park.
Former Grammy nominee Josh Turner will
headline the event. Turner is a double-platinum-selling singer, songwriter and one of the youngest members of the Grand Ole Opry. His hits “Why Don’t We
Just Dance,” “All Over Me” and “Firecracker” will be

among his many favorites played at Uncle Sam Jam.
Lonestar will celebrate 20 years in country music at
Uncle Sam Jam. The band is reunited with original
lead singer Richie McDonald. Lonestar has ten number one country hits including “No News,” “Come
Crying To Me” and their crossover smash “Amazed.”
A native of Mandeville, Courtney Cole was cast in the
first season of CMT’s hit series, “CMT’s Next Superstar.” She is currently an artist/songwriter for Big Machine Music. Rounding out the line-up for Uncle Sam
Jam are Christian Serpas and Ghosttown, Remedy
and 90 Degrees West.

Said Zahn, “Last year we broke all records with
Lee Greenwood and Jana Kramer. We are continuing
our mission to bring new, family-oriented celebrations to Lafreniere. With the support and help of the
Patrons of Lafreniere, Uncle Sam Jam is becoming
a festival that’s worthy of attracting out-of-market
tourists. We are taking the steps to grow this event
into a major festival that will welcome tourists and

remain a terrific family celebration for our parish.
This event is a parish mainstay that helps introduce
or reconnect patrons to the beauty of Lafreniere.”
Over 20,000 people attended the one day event
in 2014. The doors for Uncle Sam Jam will open at
11:00 a.m. with the first act starting at noon. The
event is free and open to the public and a fireworks
show will precede Turner’s performance.

BUCKS!

Two new stores opening and one store
expanding at The Esplanade mall
This summer, The Esplanade mall will experience growth as it welcomes two new specialty retailers and a retailer renovation. Kids for Less, a national retailer specializing in school uniforms, and
locally owned Spicy Dark Cosmetics will join The
Esplanade this summer, while The Bounce Around
will reinvest in the shopping center with a new and
improved space.
Kids for Less will open mid-summer in a space
on the lower level, across from Old Navy and next
to Bath & Body Works. The specialty retailer carries
popular kids clothing from newborn to 16-years-old
with a large selection of popular kids brands, such
as Nautica, Parish, LRG, Akadmic and Disney. With
over 20 locations in 10 states around the country,
Kids for Less also services over 2,000 schools across
the country with a full school uniform inventory
year round.
Additionally, The Esplanade will welcome locally owned retailer Spicy Dark Cosmetics in midMay. The rapidly growing beauty brand will occupy a
space on the upper level of the shopping center next
to Lids. Owned by Louisiana native Julia Chaney,
Spicy Dark Cosmetics offers paraben-free, mineralbased cosmetics to create both neutral and bold
looks for all ages and skin types.

The Bounce Around will be moving to a new,
renovated location on the lower level of the mall,
next to Dillard’s. The new space will feature the
best indoor family fun and brand new games available for kids of all ages.
“We are thrilled that The Bounce Around has
chosen to reinvest in our shopping center and we
can’t wait to welcome Kids for Less and Spicy Dark
Cosmetics to our growing list of specialty retailers,”
said Nicholas Strause, interim mall manager at The
Esplanade.
The Esplanade mall, located at 1401 West
Esplanade in Kenner has over 100 stores including
Macy’s, Target, Dillard’s, Victoria’s Secret, Old Navy,
Express Men and Earthbound Trading Company. In
addition to shopping choices, The Esplanade’s food
court has many dining options such as Chick-Fil-A,
Subway and Smoothie King. The Esplanade offers
many shopper amenities, including abundant parking, a convenient location, new “Rejuvenation Stations,” soft-seating lounge areas equipped with free
Wi-Fi, reading materials and more.
For more information visit www.Facebook.com/
ShopTheEsplanade and follow the shopping center on
Twitter and Instagram @ShopEsplanade.

EXPIRES
6/30/15

PURCHASE OF $500 OR MORE

PURCHASE OF $400 OR MORE

Must be presented at time of purchase, tire purchases must include nitrogen
and road hazard protection plan, gift certificates excluded

Tires • Alignments
Balancing • Oil Changes
Shocks • Air Conditioner
Work Struts • Brake Service
Batteries • Belts • Hoses
Tune-Ups • CV Joints
Fuel Injection Cleaning
Scott Zimmerman (owner),
Kenny Polizzi, Brannon Dietrich

4200 Williams Blvd.

465-1312

7:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday - Friday
www.scottystireandauto.com
Scottys_0615.indd 1

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL
5/23/15 6:12 AM
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Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner offers comprehensive treatment for your heart
By Zola N’Dandu, M.D.
Heart disease is
the leading cause of
death in the Unites
States for both men
and women with nearly 610,000 deaths each year.
Coronary artery disease is the most common type of
heart disease, killing over 350,000 people, with the
highest death rate in the south and lowest in the west.
Early action with aggressive treatment of modifiable
risk factors is critical for prevention.
Knowing the warning signs and symptoms is
extremely important, but unfortunately many people
are not aware of them. In a 2005 survey, 92 percent of
responders recognized chest pain as a sign of heart
attack but only 27 percent were aware of all the symptoms and to call 9-1-1. Close to 50 percent of sudden
cardiac deaths occur outside of hospitals. If you talk

to surrounding family members with intense scrutiny,
you will find out there were early signs that were
ignored in the days preceding the event. The major
warning signs for heart disease include chest pain,
chest discomfort, shortness of breath, nausea, cold
sweats, and upper body pain including jaw, neck,
back and arm pain. People most at risk are patients
with hypertension, elevated cholesterol, diabetes,
smokers, weight problems and poor diet.
Seeking care for the management of cardiovascular risk factors is available at Ochsner Medical
Center-Kenner. We have a cardiology department
where general cardiology care is supported with interventional cardiology, electrophysiology, pulmonary
hypertension and advanced heart failure subspecialists to create a comprehensive program for our community.
Of these services, interventional cardiology has
grown to provide what is now, in many cases, an ac-

ceptable alternative to coronary artery bypass surgery.
It often offers less invasive means using balloons (aka
balloon angioplasty) and metal tubes (aka stents) to
open blocked arteries. Similarly, electrophysiologists
have made drastic progress with the treatment of
abnormal heart rhythms with both medications and
minimally invasive procedures, which are routinely
done on an outpatient basis without general anesthesia. Even more exciting, the technology which previously limited itself only to treating heart arteries is
now being applied to other areas of the body where
blocked or enlarged arteries cause disease, including
the legs, arms, kidneys, intestines, abdominal aorta,
neck and brain.
One of the more overlooked areas of heart and
circulation problems is the prevalence of chronic
wounds that may not heal within one month of
treatment. To combat this we have a great multidisciplinary team dedicated to treating patients with
non-healing wounds, especially diabetics with poor

circulation for amputation prevention. One of the
specialized treatments we provide, in addition to
the traditional forms of care, is hyperbaric oxygen
therapy, which has proven to be an effective treatment method.
If you require cardiology services, the John Ochsner Heart and Vascular Institute at Ochsner Medical
Center-Kenner has appointments available. Call 4439500 to book your appointment today.
Dr. Zola N’Dandu , a cardiologist at Ochsner Medical Center-Kenner, has a medical degree from Eastern Virginia Medical School and
completed his residency in internal medicine
at Ochsner Clinic Foundation Hospital, where
he also completed a cardiovascular fellowship
and an interventional cardiology fellowship. Dr
N’Dandu is also fluent in French.

10,000 steps to an active and healthy lifestyle
By Craig Goodwin
What would it
take to for each of us
to become more active
in our daily lives and
live a healthier life?
The answer is 10,000 steps! Recent studies show that
the average American takes less than 3,000 steps a
day. The U. S. Surgeon General’s recommendation for
physical activity is to add 30 minutes of moderate intensity activity each day on top of our customary daily
activities. Questions that we may ask ourselves are:
What type of activity is effective for weight management? Are certain activities better than others for
achieving a healthier lifestyle? And, how do I progress myself in a routine if I am in a sedentary lifestyle
at present? Recent studies have shown that taking
7,000 steps at a minimum, with 10,000 steps being optimum, we can make effective changes in our health

and weight.
Before starting a walking program there are
a few things you will need to know. First of all, you
will need a pedometer, a device worn on your waist
to measure the number of steps taken, to help you
chart your current activity step amounts throughout
the day. You will need to chart your steps in your normal daily routine for two weeks. Put on the pedometer in the morning and take off at night when going
to bed and chart the total steps for that day. At the
end of the two weeks, you will have a chart showing
the greatest number of steps taken in a day as well as
the lowest number of steps taken. For example, your
highest step count for one day may have been 2,500
and the lowest 900.
To begin your program, set you daily goal to
achieve the highest number of steps taken during
those first two weeks (2,500 steps/day). After one to

Louisiana’s Top Reverse Mortgage Lender
Are you a homeowner age 62 or older?
A Reverse Mortgage may be right for you.
BNO hosts FREE monthly Reverse Mortgage Seminars to explain the facts
and answer questions about Reverse Mortgages in an informal setting with
refreshments, giveaways, and door prizes. In addition, our knowledgeable
Reverse Mortgage Professionals are available any time during business hours.
CALL US TODAY TO LEARN MORE

Reverse Mortgage
Professionals

504-834-1190

Sue Vrbaskovich
NMLS# 355380

Marilyn Cox
NMLS # 685994

8 bankofneworleans.net

two weeks of achieving this goal, you are ready to add
additional steps to your daily walking program. There
are a couple of ways to do this. If you find that you are
a very sedentary person and your highest step count
during the initial two weeks was under 2,000, then
add 500 steps every one to two weeks to your walking program until you are able to achieve a consistent
10,000 steps routine. If you find out that you fall into
a slightly more active lifestyle, try adding 15 to 20
percent of your previous goal to your program on a
weekly basis. For example, if you were walking 3,000
steps daily for one week, then add an additional 450
to 600 steps into your program the next week. Continue this way until you reach the 10,000 step goal.
Walking 10,000 steps is equivalent to walking about
five miles. It takes about 2,000 steps to walk approximately one mile and an average 150-pound person
will burn between 80 and 100 calories per mile. By
achieving 10,000 steps per day, you will improve your
overall fitness, cardiovascular health and blood sugar
control.
To achieve the 10,000 step goal to an active and
healthy lifestyle, you will have to change some of your

daily routines. People that take less than 3,000 steps
per day must take a concerted effort to get to 10,000.
Some suggestions are to take the stairs whenever possible, walk every aisle in the supermarket, whether
you need to or not, get up from your desk and take
a three minute walk every hour, park your car in a
space furthest from your destination and begin a
walking program with your spouse in the evenings.
Active people on average can add an additional
10 years of healthy living to their lifespan. Although it
will take effort and dedication to achieve, you will see
the benefits for the rest of your life.
Craig Goodwin, physical therapist, is president of Kenner Orthopedic and Sports Therapy
located at 3921 Williams Boulevard in Kenner
and at two other locations in Metairie and on the
West Bank. Goodwin graduated from LSU Medical
School Department of Allied Health Department
of Physical Therapy in 1987. The professionals at
Kenner Orthopedic and Sports Therapy can be contacted via email at kennerortho@gmail.com or by
visiting www.orthosportstherapy.com.

Psychologist and motivational speaker to talk
about healing and the laws of the mind
Rick Landry, PhD, a psychologist, clinical hypnotherapist, motivational speaker and counselor,
will discuss healing and the mind at 10:00 a.m. on
Wednesday, June 3, 2015, at the East Bank Regional Library located at 4747 West Napoleon Avenue
in Metairie.
This event is free of charge and is open to the
public. Registration is not required.
During the past 30 years, Dr. Landry has concentrated his efforts promoting “healing, by using
and understanding the laws of the mind.” He says
that by focusing on the thought process and its relationship with the subconscious level of the mind,
results are accelerated.
According to Dr. Landry, “The secret to having

what you would like in life, is to act as if you already
possess it. Thus, all we need to do to transform our
imagination into reality is to ‘assume the feeling’
of our wish fulfilled. Since tomorrow never comes
your future is now. Therefore, the best way to predict the future is to create it.”
Dr. Landry is a member of the International
Association of Counselors and Therapists. He is a
member and president of the Louisiana Hypnotherapy Organization.
For more information regarding this presentation, contact Chris Smith, manager of adult programming for the library, at 889-8143 or wcsmith@
jefferson.lib.la.us.
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Four new routes launch at Armstrong International
By Iftikhar Ahmad – Louis Armstrong New Orleans International Airport Director of Aviation
This month Armstrong International
celebrates the inaugural flights to four new
non-stop destinations
– Oakland, California (OAK); Birmingham, Alabama
(BHM); Pensacola, Florida (PNS); and Panama City,
Panama (PTY).
We are excited about opening the gateway to Latin America. Copa Airlines’ inaugural flight to Panama
City is June 24. Panama City is Copa Airlines’ “Hub
of the Americas” allowing connections to over 55 cities throughout Latin America. Connections include
Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula, Honduras; San José,
Costa Rica; nine destinations in Colombia, including
Bogota, Medellin, Cali, Barranquilla and Cartagena;
nine destinations in Brazil, including Sao Paulo, Rio
de Janeiro, Porto Alegre, Belo Horizonte and Brasilia;
Santiago, Chile; Lima, Peru; Guayaquil and Quito, Ecuador. Passengers making connections have the added
convenience of having baggage checked to their final
destination and only going through immigration and
customs at the final destination.
Copa’s services will be on their Boeing 737-700
Next-Generation 124 seat aircraft, including 12 business
class seats. Panama City flights depart New Orleans on

Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays. The return flights depart Panama City on Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Sundays. Flight time is approximately
three and a half hours. On-board amenities include
complimentary meals and beverages, including wines
and spirits and a 12-channel audio-visual entertainment system in English, Spanish and Portuguese with
complimentary headsets. Copa Airlines is a member of
the Star Alliance with United Airlines. For example, you
could travel non-stop to Panama on Copa Airlines and
return on United Airlines over one of United’s connecting hubs if Copa is not providing a non-stop option on
the date you need to travel. You are also able to earn
the same frequent flier miles for traveling either airline
when you add your Copa or United frequent flier number to your itinerary. For more information on Copa Airlines and to book your next trip to Latin America, visit
their website at www.copaair.com.
Southwest Airlines, the airport’s largest carrier,
begins daily non-stop service to Oakland on June 7. This
new service provides the community with a new option
for travel to the California Bay Area. Southwest currently provides non-stop service to 22 destinations throughout the United States. For flight information and to purchase tickets, please visit www.southwest.com.
On June 16, Silver Airways begins non-stop ser-

vice to Birmingham and Pensacola. They will operate
two daily flights to Birmingham and one daily flight to
Pensacola while also offering a one-stop flight option to
Jacksonville, Florida. Silver’s service offers a convenient
alternative to driving. To view flight schedules and book
your travel, please visit www.silverairways.com.
Each of these new flights creates new economic
opportunity and travel options for our entire region. In
true New Orleans fashion, we will provide a warm welcome to each, and with your help, fill their seats in order
to sustain and grow more service.

Iftikhar Ahmad, director of aviation for Louis
Armstrong New Orleans International may be reached
at airport@flymsy.com. Check your local listings for
the air time of the Armstrong International Airport
30 minute television program, “Airport Alive” or view
it on the airport website, www.flymsy.com, by clicking
on the “Airport Alive” link on the “News and Stats”
page. Follow the airport on facebook.com/MSYAirport
and twitter.com/NO_Airport. To find out how to be a
volunteer at the airport, click on “Ambassador” on the
airport’s website homepage..

Great products
with great results!
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Schools
Jefferson Chamber Foundation Academy
selecting new name and becoming autonomous
The Jefferson Chamber Foundation has announced that the Jefferson Chamber Foundation Academy (JCFA) East Bank and West Bank campuses are
now autonomous from The Jefferson Chamber Foundation. The schools are achieving their mission and are no
longer under any oversight of the Jefferson Chamber
Foundation. The two academies will have a new name
in the coming months.
JCFA, an alternative charter high school organization, was founded in 2010 by the non-profit arm of the
Jefferson Chamber of Commerce and offers charter
high school options that support students who do not excel in traditional learning environments and gives them
an opportunity to earn a high school diploma. Through a
computer-based curriculum, students are provided with
the opportunity to work at their own pace, while having
access to dual enrollment career skills courses.
The organization has experienced rapid growth.
The first campus opened in 2010 on Delgado Community College’s location in Harvey. By 2013, the organization
expanded and opened an East Bank location, currently
operating in Metairie. In total, the academy has graduated over 150 students and today enrolls 248 students
between the East and West Bank campuses.
In cooperation with its founding organization, the
Jefferson Chamber Foundation, JCFA announced that
a process has begun to select a new name to reflect its
growing mission. This process includes choosing organization and campus names that reflect the success and
experiences of students, while supporting the mission
of the organization. JCFA plans to share its new identity
with the community in the upcoming months.
Tom Meyer, chairman of the Jefferson Chamber
Foundation, expressed pride in his organization launching and organizing the school. “This school’s concept
was born out of findings from the Multiple Education

Pathways Blueprint grant and has now become a viable
choice for our youth in need of an alternative option.
The vision of the original organizers remains clear and
the Board of Governance will continue to provide great
leadership for the academy for years to come.” The
Foundation Board was responsible for selecting and approving initial members of the organization’s Board of
Governance and supported the initial charter application in 2010.
Board of Governance Chair Dr. Kristine Strickland
also expressed her thanks to both the Jefferson Chamber and the Jefferson Chamber Foundation. “We will
always have a deep sense of gratitude for the Chamber
and the Chamber Foundation for their unwavering support of the mission and students at JCFA. The vision of
these organizations in the founding of the school has
been instrumental in its success. As the school continues to grow and expand its mission, in service to the
community, we will continue to seek ways to expand
upon our past and we look forward to a bright future.”
The Jefferson Chamber is a leading voice for Jefferson Parish’s business community. As a non-profit,
membership-driven organization, the Chamber is an
effective advocate for small and large businesses at the
local, state and federal levels. The Chamber’s mission
is to work for the advancement of the business community; to enhance the economic, civic and cultural environment; and to improve the quality of life in Jefferson
Parish. The Jefferson Chamber is Four-Star Accredited
by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and was awarded the
2013 Chamber of the Year Award by the Louisiana Association of Chamber of Commerce Executives in the
Large Chamber Category.
For more information about the Jefferson Chamber, visit www.jeffersonchamber.org, and follow on
Facebook, Twitter @jeffersoncoc, and YouTube.
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Advice to graduates
By Guy Williams
Did you or someone that you know just
graduate from school?
If so, congratulations,
as this is a great time
of new opportunities.
Financially, it is also the best time to set a course
for a lifetime of financial success. This is also the time
when you have the most freedom to plan your future.
It is also a chance to use your education. If you
took any of the required English courses you may remember the Charles Dickens character, Mr. Micawber,

and his famous financial advice in David Copperfield
– “Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure
nineteen pounds nineteen and six, result happiness.
Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure
twenty pounds nought and six, result misery.”
His advice was correct in the 1800s and is still
true today. The very first principal of financial planning is to live within your means. No matter what you
take home after taxes, spend less than your take home
pay. And speaking of taxes – I well remember asking,
“Who is this FICA guy? And why does he get so much of
my money?” It turns out that FICA is the federal code
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for Social Security deductions.
The second principal of good financial planning
is to never take out a payday loan. Once again from
Charles Dickens in Bleak House, “The father of this
pleasant grandfather, of the neighbourhood of Mount
Pleasant, was a horny-skinned, two-legged, money-getting species of spider who spun webs to catch unwary
flies and retired into holes until they were entrapped.
The name of this old pagan’s god was Compound Interest.”
Two weeks until payday will pass soon enough, so
don’t pre-spend your paycheck. Most borrowers who
use payday loans get trapped in a spider web of debt
from which they rarely recover.
The third principal for new graduates is to defer
gratification. This means to live for tomorrow, not today. It is tempting to say “I deserve this or that.” You
don’t, you just want it. The best course is to plan your
spending so that you are saving money every month
and building a reserve fund to handle unexpected expenses or a loss of income. Once you have a reserve
fund built, it is time to think about your goals.
Common goals are a new home, a car and a plan
to save for retirement.
Retirement is a long way off and many people
think that they will plan for that later. This is a big
mistake, since you will miss out on the benefits of compound interest, once described by Alfred Einstein as
“the most powerful force in the universe.”

What he meant was that given enough time your
money will seriously increase in value. The most important point is to start now. The habit of saving regularly is invaluable for increasing your wealth.
The following is one of the best illustrations of
two people who both contribute to their IRA savings
account. Early Adam starts at age 20 and contributes
every year until age 30, then quits saving. Late Lilly
contributes nothing for the first 10 years and then contributes every year until retirement at age 65. At age
65, “early” Adam will have more money than “late” Lilly. Compound interest, make it work for you. The take
away is to start saving with your first paycheck. If your
company has a deferred savings plan such as a 401k,
select the maximum savings percentage from day one.
You won’t miss the money and when you retire, you will
really be much better off.
So, for the graduate, and everyone else, spend
less than you make, never take out a pay day loan and
begin your savings program now.
Guy Williams is president and chief executive
officer of Gulf Coast Bank and Trust Company. Their
Kenner branch office is located at 3410 Williams Boulevard. Brian Behlar, branch manager, can be contacted at 565-3661. Visit Gulf Coast Bank and Trust’s
website at www.gulfbank.com.

Insurance
Surprising household hazards
By Marie M. Clesi
Your home has
well-lit
stairways,
household cleaners in
an upper cabinet and
smoke detectors with fresh batteries – so it’s safe,
right? Here are some potential household dangers
you may not have considered:
Electronic appliances: The advanced features
on today’s high-tech appliances make them easy to
use. But electronics can short-circuit and lead to
kitchen fires. From burner ignitions that turn on “by
themselves” to refrigerator lightbulbs that stay on
and overheat, watch for warning signals: Display panels often flash unusual messages if there’s a problem.
Powered-up treadmill: The rotating belt can
cause friction rashes, broken bones and snagged
clothing in an instant. Keep the treadmill in a closed
room, turn off the power switch (or unplug it) and
store the safety key away from the machine so that
children can’t accidentally turn it on.
Refrigerator magnets and coin/button batteries: Though convenient, small magnets are potentially dangerous for your children. Keep the magnets
high and out of reach. Beyond a choking hazard, if
swallowed, they can harm kids’ stomachs and digestive tracts. The same is true for coin lithium “button”
batteries. Tape shut battery doors on items powered
by coin batteries so kids can’t access them.
Malfunctioning garage door: Regularly test
your garage door to make sure it operates smoothly

and retracts when an object is in its path. If not, it
could injure anyone walking or standing underneath.
Call a professional if the garage door, spring or sensors need repair – you shouldn’t tackle this job yourself. They can ensure the correct installation necessary for your safety.
Plastic packages: Trying to open rigid “clamshell” packages with knives or scissors can cause
cuts and puncture wounds. Plus the sharp plastic
can gouge skin. Instead, use tin snips, a manual can
opener or scissors specially designed for this purpose.
Marie M. Clesi is the owner of Marie Clesi Insurance Agency, Inc. Clesi, a Kenner resident and
a select State Farm agent, is a Chartered Property
Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) providing auto, home,
renters, life and health insurance along with financial services. Clesi’s office is located at 2401 Veterans
Boulevard, Suite 7, in Kenner. Clesi can be contacted
at 469-1421 or marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.com. Visit
Clesi’s website at www.marieclesi.net..
Marie M. Clesi is the owner of Marie Clesi Insurance Agency, Inc. Clesi, a Kenner resident and a
select State Farm agent, is a Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter (CPCU) providing auto, home,
renters, life and health insurance along with financial services. Clesi’s office is located at 2401 Veterans
Boulevard, Suite 7, in Kenner. Clesi can be contacted
at 469-1421 or marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.com.
Visit Clesi’s website at www.marieclesi.net.

Kenner Police Department
Drug Tip Hotline
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Rookies, Breaux impress as Saints continue to make changes
By Ken Trahan

T

potential whose productivity was a vast wasteland.
“Looks like Tarzan, plays like Jane,” was Archie’s
description. We have seen plenty of those types with
the Saints and in the NFL. Give me the productive
player over the workout warrior.
The new linebackers include Davis Tull (fifth
round) of Tennessee-Chattanooga, who was a threetime Southern Conference Defensive Player of the
Year. Hau’oli Kikaha (second round) of Washington
led the nation in sacks in 2014 with 19. Inside linebacker Stephone Anthony (1st round) led Clemson in
tackles in 2014.
Peat (first round) was an All-American and
started 27 straight games for Stanford. Quarterback
Garrett Grayson (third round) of Colorado State was
the Mountain West Offensive Player of the Year in
2014. Williams was a two-time All-ACC performer at
Florida State.
Defensive tackle Tyeler Davison (fifth round)
of Fresno State had eight sacks and was a first-team
All-Mountain West performer in 2014. Cornerback
Damian Swann (sixth round) was a second- team AllSEC player at Georgia.
A nice get in the seventh round, running back
Marcus Murphy of Missouri could be the answer to
the Saints woes in the kick return game. With all due
respect to Travaris Cadet, he was not good enough.
Murphy was a first-team All-SEC player last season.
Whether the draft turns out to be good or not,
the Saints clearly went with players who were productive on the field.
Loomis, Payton and the scouting staff have always done a good job at unearthing gems in the rough

Automatic

ball more. The addition of Peat could add to that equation though there will be no pressure on him to produce immediately, thanks to the presence of Terron
Armstead and Zach Strief.
One player Payton named as a player to watch is
former McDonogh 35 star Delvin Breaux.
By now, his story is familiar to most.
Breaux was a blue-chip recruit in high school.
He signed with LSU but suffered a frightful neck injury with the Roneagles and it was believed that his
football career was over.
Breaux (6’1”, 193), persevered and would prosper. Determined to prove the doubters wrong, he
pressed on and ultimately got clearance to return to
the game he loves, fully understanding the potential
risks involved.
I saw Breaux play in high school and he was
superb.
I had a chance to enjoy seeing him for a couple
of games with the New Orleans VooDoo in 2013, for
whom I do play-by-play announcing. The skills were
obvious. Breaux has good size and good speed. An
overused axiom, he has “good hips,” the ability to shift,
turn and run quickly with receivers, an absolute to
play cornerback in the NFL. Breaux could play safety
as well but he is definitely a corner for the Saints.
He left the VooDoo, signing with the Hamilton
Tiger-Cats, where he played extremely well, showing
no ill effects of the injury. Breaux is just 25-years-old.
If he proves that he can play, the Saints may have a
starting cornerback for five to 10 years. If he does not
pan out, the Saints have lost nothing.
Along with newly acquired Brandon Browner
and possibly rookie third-round pick P.J. Williams of
Florida State, Breaux could give the Saints a huge,
much needed boost at what was a weak position a
year ago.
When you factor in a healthy Jairus Byrd and
Rafael Bush and expect a better year from Kenny
Vaccaro, the secondary suddenly has the appearance
of becoming competent, if not better, regardless of
whether Stanley Jean-Baptiste ever pans out.
As for the rest of the Saints draft picks, they
went heavy for defense, including three linebackers.
What is most impressive is that they went for substance over style.
Too many times, teams draft for potential over
players who were productive in college. I prefer the
latter over the former, the guy who makes plays, rather than the one who looks like he can.
While serving as color analyst for the New
Orleans Saints radio network, Archie Manning frequently used a phrase in describing players with vast

through free agency. Expect one or two rookie free
agents to emerge and contend seriously for a roster
spot. History strongly suggests this will occur.
I will be pulling for Breaux, along with many others. What a great story that would be!
The Saints Hall of Fame recently announced the
election of New Orleans natives Michael Lewis and Tyrone Hughes to its hallowed halls. The induction will
be in the fall. Both had electrifying speed. Perhaps
Murphy can be that guy.
In the case of Lewis, he was a great story, a
hometown hero who did not play football in high
school or attend college. After driving a beer truck, he
played indoor football and got a tryout with the Saints.
He made the team, got cut, was placed on the practice squad and ultimately became an All-Pro. Perhaps
Breaux can be that next great, feel good story and
make Saints fans feel good about their football team
once again.
Ken Trahan serves as sports director of WGSO
990 AM/WGSO.com, is president and general manager of www. SportsNola.com. and hosts “Sportsnola
TV” on Monday nights at 6:00 p.m. on WHNO, TV 20.
Trahan is the general manager and chairman of
the board of the Saints Hall of Fame Museum in the
Mercedes-Benz Superdome, runs the Life Resources
Sports Ministry and hosts All Access SportsTalk on
WGSO, 990 AM and WGSO.com Monday, Thursday
and Friday at 6:05 p.m. as well as The Three Tailgaters Show Saturday morning from 10:05 a.m.noon with Ed Daniels and Rick Gaille.
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Following the
first mini-camp for
rookies, New Orleans
Saints Head Coach
Sean Payton told a gathering of fans at the recent Fox
8 Saints Hall of Fame Celebrity Golf Classic that this
is the best group of rookies and rookie free agents he
has had since taking over as head coach of the franchise in 2006. First-round draft choice Andrus Peat
did not even participate in the mini-camp as he completes his degree at Stanford.
That is encouraging news for fans of the New
Orleans Saints, who watched a below average football
team meander through the wilderness in 2014, a team
that could not stop anyone, a team that was good but
not outstanding on offense, a team that did little or
nothing in the kick return game.
Faced with the stark reality of two 7-9 seasons
in the last three years, Payton and Mickey Loomis set
about the task of first admitting that they were simply
not good enough to contend for a championship and
then making bold moves, including trading Jimmy
Graham and parting ways with the likes of Kenny
Stills and Pierre Thomas, among others.
Kicker Shayne Graham, who was a solid 19-for22 (86%) in field goal attempts in 2014, participated
in the WGNO Saints Hall of Fame Celebrity Golf
Classic at Chateau Golf and Country Club on May 18.
Dressed in Virginia Tech colors and knickers, Graham
was a fashion hit. The following day, he took the hit,
released by the Saints. It was reminiscent of John Carney going 23-for-25 (92%) in 2006, only to get released.
The Saints have brought in Zack Hocker and
Dustin Hopkins to compete for the kicking job. Remember that last year the Saints were looking at kickers during the season, a sure indication of not being
totally satisfied with Graham, who did not handle
kickoffs (Thomas Morstead did) in New Orleans. Graham had to sweat out a heated training camp competition with Derek Dimke to win the job in 2014.
The life of a kicker in the NFL is an endangered
one, perhaps the greatest example of “what have you
done for me lately.”
In the overall landscape of the New Orleans
Saints, it is a harbinger of things to come and an indication of the mindset of Payton and Loomis. The
message is clear – mediocrity or average is not good
enough. Strive to improve daily by seeking excellence.
The addition of Max Unger should pay dividends.
Unger is an elite center in the NFL, when healthy. The
Saints need to keep Brees upright and take pressure
off of an aging but good quarterback by running the
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Community
Family-oriented films offered in special
summer movie program
On May 26, 2015, the Grand Theatre Esplanade
14 in Kenner started a summer series of movies especially for children and families to enjoy. This annual
film program, Summer Kids Flicks, will offer special
food and movie packages daily, two times a week on
Tuesday and Wednesday, throughout the summer until July 29, 2015. The films shown will be geared towards kids and those who are kids at heart and are all
rated G or PG. For a list of the movies scheduled to be
shown, go to www.thegrandtheatre.com and click on

“Programs and Offers.”
The box office will open at 9:30 a.m. followed by
show time at 10:00 a.m. Tickets are priced at $3.50 and
include admission, a small box of popcorn and a kid’s
small soda.
The Grand Theatre Esplanade 14, located at
1401 W. Esplanade Avenue, is a state-of-the-art facility
that features all digital projection and sound, 3D presentations, stadium seating, high-back rocker seats, a
GPX auditorium and a game room.
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Apartment market hot streak continues
By Linda R. Martin
For the sixth quarter in a row, the
apartment industry improved across all indexes in the National Multi Housing Council’s Quarterly Survey of Market Conditions.
The survey’s indexes measuring market
tightness (76), sales volume (54), equity financing (58) and debt financing
(77) all measured at 50 or higher, indicating growth from the previous quarter.
“The apartment sector’s strength continues unabated,” says
NMHC Chief Economist Mark Obrinsky. “Even as new construction
ramps up, higher demand for apartment residences still outstrips new
supply with no letup in sight. Despite the need for new apartments,
acquisition and construction finance remains constrained in all but

the best properties in the top markets.”
Key findings include the following.
Financing is available, but only for top markets. Only 16 percent reported acquisition capital being available in all markets at all times. Even fewer, 10 percent, stated that construction capital was available across markets.
The majority reported that acquisition financing and construction financing
was only available in top tier markets.
Majority report increased market tightness. The Market Tightness
Index edged up to 76 from 74. For the first time in a year, more than half
of respondents said that markets were tighter. By contrast, only two percent
reported the markets as loosening and 43 percent reported no change over
the past three months.
The Sales Volume Index dipped slightly to 54 from 57. Nearly one
quarter of respondents reported increased sales volume, compared to 16 per-

cent who indicated decreased volume and 55 percent who reported conditions as unchanged since the last quarter.
Equity financing continues three years of growth. The Equity
Financing Index shrank slightly to 58 from 62. This marked 12 straight
quarters of the index at or above 50, indicating positive activity in the
equity market.
Debt financing highest in two years. The Debt Financing Index
jumped to 77 from 65, with only two percent reporting borrowing conditions
as being worse from the previous quarter. This reflects the sixth quarter in a
row that the share of respondents who thought the availability and terms of
debt financing had worsened was in the single digits.
Linda R. Martin, who is licensed in Louisiana, can be reached
at 443-6464 or at her Gardner Realtors office located at 4140 Williams Boulevard in Kenner, LA. Gardner Realtors is a local independently owned and operated company. Visit the company website at
www.gardnerrealtors.com.

Home
Summer home maintenance update
By Dan Dormady
Summertime brings sunshine, green
leaves and trips to the beach. But it also offers the perfect chance to get some important work done around the house. With just a
little investment of time, you can help get your home in great shape and
ready for the rest of the year.

When it gets warm, it’s tempting to ditch any housework for the beach
or the golf course. Hard as it may be, consider suppressing that urge for a
weekend, because some fairly easy work can improve the state of your home
and even save you some money.
There is one easy trick to keeping cooler and saving money, and it’s
as close as your ceiling fan. Switch the ceiling fan’s blades so the leading
edge is higher as the fan turns, so you can feel the breeze from the fan as it
rotates. This simple action will push cool air down, enabling you to set the
air-conditioning to a higher temperature thus saving money on energy. And
if you have not done it yet, have a programmable thermostat installed. It will
lower you electric bill for a small cost, by not running the air conditioning as
much when you are not home.
The U.S. Fire Administration reports nearly 16,000 dryer fires occur
annually, which happen largely because the dryers’ vents get clogged with
lint and dust. Unnecessary dryer-caused danger can be prevented by cleaning the vent duct four times per year. First, you’ll need a vent-cleaning brush
kit, which can clean your dryer vent tubing more thoroughly than a vacuum
cleaner can. Begin by cleaning the dryer’s lint trap housing with a smaller
brush to remove as much lint and dust as possible. Then disconnect the
dryer duct from the dryer and the wall for a thorough cleaning. Also use a
brush to clean the vent on the outside of the house to keep both ends clean
and free of lint. You should also use this as an opportunity to replace a plastic
dryer vent duct, if you have one, with a metal dryer vent duct.
Check the condition of the washing machine fill hoses. If there are
any cracks visible, then the hoses need to be replaced. A leaking hose under

pressure when you are not at home can result in major damage in a very
short period of time.
The roof is your home’s first line of defense against water damage. Now
is a great time to inspect and repair identified damage. A visual inspection
can be performed with binoculars from the ground and can easily spot any
concerns that will require a roofing contractor to repair. This simple inspection, done before the heart of hurricane season can prevent a lot of damage
in the future.
Trim back any vegetation from around the air conditioning unit. It is
important for the efficient operation of the cooling system that no vegetation be within a two-foot radius of the air conditioner unit. Hose off any dirt
and debris build-up on the unit.
There is also one item in the kitchen worthy of discussion. Vacuum
your refrigerator coils. The coils on the bottom or back of your refrigerator
conduct the hot air from inside the unit. If they are coated with dust, they
do the job less efficiently and cause your refrigerator to work harder and use
more energy. Use a vacuum cleaner hose or a brush to clean the coils. This is
especially important if you have pets.
A little bit of time spent on these preventative maintenance items can
end up saving time, money and headaches in the future.
Dan Dormady, P.E. is a licensed professional engineer and licensed home inspector and the president of Criterium-Dormady Engineers, a locally owned consulting engineering firm specializing in residential and commercial building inspection services. Dormady can
be reached at 456-6999, P.O. Box 113565 Metairie, LA 70011-3565, or at
criteriumdormady@cox.net. Criterium-Dormady Engineers’ website is
www.criterium-dormady.com.

Government
Jefferson Parish to undergo economic development strategic
planning process
Jefferson Parish is set to update its 20-year plan to give the community
an economic edge. The Jefferson Parish Economic Development Commission (JEDCO) will spearhead the planning process to arrive at a revamped
and refocused economic development strategy with a five-year scope.
The Jefferson EDGE 2020 is a long-term economic development blueprint to promote sustainability, job growth and investment in Jefferson Parish. Over the course of its 15-year history, The Jefferson EDGE has served as
a road map for the community’s development. Through the proactive efforts
of stakeholders, JEDCO and elected officials, The Jefferson EDGE has delivered game-changing initiatives to the parish, such as the development of the
500-acre Churchill Technology and Business Park located on the West Bank
of Jefferson Parish and quality of life improvements related to the beautification of major corridors, education and Fat City revitalization.
In order to stay relevant in a consistently-changing economic climate,
and as the parish approached the last five years of the plan, JEDCO determined a need to refresh the strategy. The objectives of the current EDGE are
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largely fulfilled. JEDCO believes the parish’s most current barriers to growth
as well as the greatest opportunities for development should define the plan
moving forward. JEDCO will align the plan with regional and local priorities
and weigh the capacity to accomplish those goals by 2020. Through research
and discussion with thought leaders in the community, JEDCO will develop
an actionable strategy to ensure Jefferson Parish continues to thrive.
“The timing of this plan is critical,” says JEDCO Executive Director
Jerry Bologna. “Over the past 15 years, Jefferson’s economic landscape has
been largely shaped by the Jefferson EDGE. It is imperative that we continue to rework our vision with some of the brightest minds in our community
in order to position Jefferson for continued economic growth and vitality for
many years to come.”
JEDCO commissioned GCR, Inc. to prepare the initial framework for
the plan as well as to facilitate the planning process and to craft the ultimate strategy for growth. The final plan will be unveiled in June 2015.
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Don’t forget to disclose
By Steven A. Watts
If you’ve decided to “do it yourself”
when selling your residence, you’ve, perhaps unknowingly, made a decision to
take on quite a bit of personal and legal
responsibility. Sure, you are aware of
the obvious tasks of personally fielding all of those sales inquiries and
the requisite cleaning and grooming of your home to make the best
first impression for those numerous open houses. You don’t have the
wisdom of a real estate agent but you believe that you can overcome
this deficiency with the “hands on” experience you have acquired by
living in your home over these many years. An agreement on the price,
a handshake and you’re on your way, right?
Unfortunately, there’s a little more detail that needs to addressed.
All that knowledge you acquired over the years about the condition of
your home needs to be put in writing and supplied to each potential
purchaser, before they make an offer on your home. Louisiana has a
residential real estate disclosure law (Louisiana Revised Statutes
9:3196, et. seq.) that requires the seller of residential property to provide a potential purchaser with a written detailed disclosure about the
condition of the residence. You can’t just come up with your own list.
You will have to fill out the disclosure document that is provided by the
Louisiana Real Estate Commission or at least address the minimum
requirements promulgated by that body. A sample of the form is found
on the Louisiana Real Estate Commission’s website.
In order to determine if a written property disclosure is required
for your particular transaction you will have to consult the statute.
There are some enumerated exceptions provided in the law, however,
the vast majority of residential sales will require the property condition
disclosure to be completed by the seller and provided to the purchaser.
The timing of the disclosure is significant. The law requires that the

seller deliver to the purchaser the completed and signed property disclosure document no later than the time that the purchaser makes an
atcH
eWelry
epair
HQ WatcH & JeWelry repair
offer to purchase. The requirement to disclose continues even after the
Pedro Romero – Watchmaker
seller has received and accepted an offer from the purchaser. If no preBattery Replacement $5 – 1yr. Guarantee • Lay Away Plans
offer disclosure was provided to the purchaser, the seller must provide
a disclosure to the purchaser before the sale of the residence. However,
WE DO ALL TYPES OF REPAIRS
a disclosure provided to the purchaser after the acceptance of an offer
Watches: Movado, Elgin, Rolex, Cartier, Hamilton, Michael
will automatically provide him with a 72 hour window, from the receipt
Kors, Gucci, Bulova, Walthan, Tissol, wall clocks & more.
of the disclosure, to cancel his offer and/or terminate the executed purJewelry:
Welding of Chains, Ring Repairs, Ring Sizing,
chase agreement without penalty or loss of deposit.
small
and
large, Diamond Mounting, Engraving of
So don’t waste all that time and effort in showing your home and
Rings and Bracelets, Welding of Glasses and more…
negotiating, preparing, revising and executing a purchase agreement,
Los Latinos Plaza Suite • 3521 Florida Ave., Suite 1B, Kenner, LA 70065
only to have it all unravel when the purchaser takes a peek at your
305-1721 • www.aiyellow.com/hqwatch
disclosure. First, read and familiarize yourself with the law, then find
and fill out and sign the disclosure form in good faith. Like most things,
selling a house is not as simple as it might initially appear. Proper dis5/23/15 6:57 AM
closure of the condition of your home is just the beginning. Perhaps HQ Watch & Jewelry_0615_2.indd 1
listing your home for sale with a qualified real estate agent wasn’t such
a bad idea after all?
If you have a subject that you would like addressed in a future
6-10 yrs. only
column, please send your request to swatts@amerititlela.com.
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Steven A. Watts, a member of the Louisiana State Bar Association, has been a practicing attorney for over 35 years. His office is
located at 3925 N. I-10 Service Road, Suite 230, in Metairie. Estate
planning, wills, trusts, successions, business transactions and corporate, franchise and real estate law are his primary areas of practice.
Watts is also the owner and manager of Amerititle, Inc. and can be
reached at 836-0811 or swatts@amerititlela.com.
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Knee osteoarthritis: A common cause of knee pain
By Thomas R. Lyons, M.D.

Thomas R. Lyons, M.D. is a board certified orthopedic surgeon with over 14 years of experience. The Orthopedic Center for
Sports Medicine is a multi-specialty center dedicated to complete
musculoskeletal care with focused expertise in shoulder and knee
injuries. Offices are located in Kenner, Metairie and Lakeview.
For additional information call 467-5900 or visit www.nolasportsmedicine.com.

3813

❈

38th St.

Florida Ave

compartment may benefit from use of an unloader brace which
functions by unloading the arthritic compartment. Use of acetaminophen or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medication is useful
in reducing symptoms of knee OA. Glucosamine and chondroitin
sulfate are protective agents that can decrease cartilage degeneration although recent studies have not shown conclusive evidence of
benefit to patients with knee OA. Intra-articular steroid injections
are helpful in alleviating inflammation for a few days to several
months. Viscosupplement injections for knee OA have been used
successfully for over a decade. Depending on severity of OA, these
injections can relieve symptoms of knee OA for up to six to eight
months. Arthroscopy can be beneficial in certain patients with
knee OA and symptomatic meniscus tears and cartilage flap tears.
Osteotomy is a realignment procedure that is used to unload the
arthritic knee compartment in younger, more active patients. Unicompartmental or total knee replacement is definitive treatment
for severe knee OA.
In order to diagnose and learn about treatment options for knee
OA, an evaluation by an orthopedic surgeon is recommended.

Personalized Awards for:

39th St.
Williams Blvd.

Knee osteoarthritis (OA) or degenerative arthritis is a very common
musculoskeletal condition. Primary
OA, more common than secondary OA,
is a result of biologic changes in cartilage followed by cartilage breakdown due to mechanical forces. Primary OA is a gradual wear-and-tear condition that becomes more
common with advancing age. Secondary OA can occur at a younger
age and is usually a result of significant trauma or injury.
Diagnosis of knee OA is made by a careful history, physical
examination and radiographs. Important factors in history include
activity level, previous injuries and prior treatment including any
previous surgery. Patients usually report activity-related pain that
may be sensitive to changes in barometric pressure. Knee pain
at rest can occur as OA becomes severe. Patients may complain
of mechanical symptoms such as catching or locking in the knee.
Physical examination should include an evaluation of limb alignment, range of motion, swelling, crepitus, tenderness and stability.
Radiographs (X-rays) including weight-bearing views with the knee
flexed are important in making the diagnosis of knee OA. Magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) is helpful in patients showing minimal
radiographic changes with findings suggestive of a meniscus or focal cartilage abnormality.
Treatment of knee OA includes surgical and nonsurgical options. Modification of lifestyle such as avoidance of high impact activities and weight loss can decrease symptoms of knee OA. Physical
therapy including muscular strengthening, flexibility and modalities
can be helpful. Patients with OA involving primarily one knee
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Latin American News

Emergency preparedness
By Rafael E. Saddy

ness and response and recovery in most cases are conducted by our local government, if the event necessitates a formal declaration of a state
The 2015 hurricane season is upon
of emergency. City officials will make notifications to Jefferson Parish
us and emergencies or disasters could, governing authority and emergency management officials. If the event
individually or in combination, create
necessitates a formal declaration of a state of emergency by parish ofdire conditions to us varying in scope and
ficials, notification will be made to the parish president and the goverintensity from causing minimal damage
nor’s office. Assistance by the state will be given when it is determined
locally, in a multi-parish or or state-wide area with the possibility of ex- that the disaster or emergency is beyond parish and local capabilities to
tensive devastation and loss of life.
cope with the disaster or emergency. Federal assistance will supplement
The state of Louisiana has the primary responsibility to develop
state and a local effort when it is beyond their capability to cope with the
emergency management plans for incident and or disaster, but they are
disaster or emergency.
only as good as we understand them and how we prepare to protect our
A “voluntary” evacuation is when the threat of lives is not yet improperty and life. The initial actions of prevention, mitigation, prepared- minent but conditions exist or may exist in the near future.
A “mandatory” evacuation is when danger is eminent and conditions exist that seriously endanger the lives of those in a defined area.
A “forced” evacuation is issued as a last resort when a disaster or
emergency has been declared and danger of loss of life is imminent.
Attorney at Law
In an effort to assist the Hispanic community to better prepare
themselves,
listed below are several of the key organizations that offer
35 years
bilingual services that can refer you to the appropriate organization for
experience
assistance.
American Red Cross: 620-3105 – Nation’s premier emergency response organization.
Attorney General State Office: 225-326-6386 – Consumer complaints, crime, health issues, charities and more.
Hispanic Apostolate: 457-3462 – Provides many bilingual social
services to Hispanics and other immigrants in the New Orleans area.
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce (HCCL): 885-4262 – HCCL has
Estate planning, Wills, Trusts,
recognized the new challenges that face Hispanics who have moved into
Successions, Business Transactions
the region and are predominantly engaged in rebuilding the area.
Jefferson Economic Development Commission (JEDCO): 833Corporate, Franchise & Real Estate Law
1881 – An independent, yet complementary arm of Jefferson Parish gov3925 N. I-10 Service Road • Suite 230 • Metairie
ernment with the main objective of attracting, growing and creating new
business in our area.
836-0811
Kenner Emergency Preparedness Office: Doug Dodt, 471-2100.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center: 469-2570 – The city of Kenner is
Watts_0215.indd 1
1/24/15 8:43 PM
the first community in the state of Louisiana to create a resource center
for its rapidly growing Hispanic population. They offer various programs
as well as access to information and referrals for all sorts of issues.
Jefferson Parish Emergency Management Office: 349-5360.

Steven A. Watts

Talk to your
neighbors, then
talk to me.

Marie Clesi, Agent
2401 Veterans Memorial Blvd
Kenner, LA 70062
Bus: 504-469-1421
marie.clesi.b270@statefarm.com

See why State Farm insures more
drivers than GEICO and Progressive
combined. Great service, plus
discounts of up to 40 percent.*
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
CALL FOR QUOTE 24/7.
®

®

1001174.1

*Discounts vary by states.
State Farm Mutual Automobile Insurance Company
State Farm Indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL

COMPLETE
PEST & TERMITE CONTROL

4400 Wabash Street, Metairie, LA 70001

(504) 888-4941 • fax (504) 888-8120

Latin American Civic Association: 464-4619 or 504-466-1483 – Assists the Hispanic community with referrals to programs already in place.
If a program is needed in the Hispanic community and no one offers it,
LACAL will work with businesses, agencies and the community to develop the program.
Louisiana state agency contact information: Louisiana Department of Transportation 225-379-1232; Louisiana State Police Road Closure 1-800-469-74828; and Governor’s Office of Homeland Security 1-800469-4828.
New Orleans Parish Emergency Preparedness Office: 311 or
1-877-286-6431.
Puente’s New Orleans Inc.: 821-7228 – Building assets and creating access for the Latino community of the greater New Orleans area
Small Business Administration (SBA): 1-800-659-2955 – Committed to helping small businesses and working closely with a wide
range of lending partners across the country.
Unidad Hispanoamericana: 512-2930 – Founded more than 21
years ago with the vision of preserving the Hispanic culture and celebrating and sharing the values and beliefs of the various Latin American
countries.
Community announcements
June 27 & 28 – Gala Music and Celebración Hispana invites you
to its 5th Kenner Hispanic Summer Fest 2015 at Kenner Laketown. For
information on sponsorship and/or participation call 850-766-4602 or
464-4619.
Kenner Hispanic Resource Center – The center offers various programs as well as access to information and referrals for all sorts of issues.
For information call 469-2570.
Hablemos Claro – Kenner TV (Cox Cable channel 76 or U-verse
channel 99) has Hispanic TV programs every Wednesday at 9:00 p.m. and
Sunday at 8:00 p.m. For more information and program schedule go to
www.kenner.la.us and click on the Kenner TV logo.
I leave you with this thought. “There’s no harm in hoping for the
best as long as you’re prepared for the worst.”
Rafael E. Saddy is a public relations officer for the Latin American Civic Association of Louisiana (LACAL) and serves on the board
of directors of the Jefferson Parish Human Services Authority. Email
Saddy at lacal1234@bellsouth.net. Correspondence should be sent to
P.O. Box 640284, Kenner, LA 70064-0284.

Community
JEDCO hires new economic development specialist
The Jefferson Parish Economic Development Commission (JEDCO) welcomes a new economic development specialist to the organization. Matt Babineaux will be working closely with local businesses to
enhance the economic climate in Jefferson Parish.
As an economic development specialist, Babineaux is tasked
with the implementation of JEDCO’s award-winning “Business Retention and Expansion Program” to businesses throughout Jefferson Parish. Through this program, business owners are paired with resources
needed to realize their growth objectives. Babineaux will also work
closely with business recruitment prospects, providing the data, site
information and resources necessary to establish successful operations in Jefferson Parish.
Prior to joining the JEDCO team, Babineaux worked for the
Lafayette Economic Development Authority (LEDA), where he was
tasked with market research and analysis, prospect recruitment and
site selection services. Babineaux received a Masters of Public Administration with a concentration in public policy and a Bachelor of Science in economics from LSU. Though he is originally from Houston, he
has family roots across south Louisiana and Mississippi.
“I went into the economic development industry because I wanted to make south Louisiana a better place to live and work,” Babineaux
says. “I am very grateful to JEDCO for giving me this great opportunity
to continue doing just that.”

Matt Babineaux
“We are excited to welcome Matt to the JEDCO team,” says Kate
Moreano, JEDCO’s Economic Development Manager. “As a premiere
economic development organization, JEDCO strives to attract highcaliber employees with the capacity to strengthen our team. Matt
brings a specialized background and valuable experience to the economic development services department. We look forward to working
with him as JEDCO continues to enhance the economic climate in
Jefferson Parish.”
For additional information about JEDCO, visit www.jedco.org
or call 875-3908.
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Your summer starts at Treasure Chest
By Mike Garms – Treasure Chest Casino General Manager
Treasure Chest
Casino is helping get
summer started this
June. Whether you’re
coming in off the lake,
finalizing your Father’s Day plans or are just looking
to win, win, win, Treasure Chest has you covered all
month long.
Fridays in June, be one of 105 winners announced during “Loads of Winners!” Each Friday,
from 8:00 p.m. until 11:00 p.m., 15 B Connected members will be selected every 30 minutes to win $100
slot dollars. Earn entries every Friday with every 100
points earned. Plus receive one free entry just for participating.

Sunday, June 21, Treasure Chest honors all dads
with a special Father’s Day bonus. From 10:00 a.m. until 10:00 pm visit any kiosk before playing to receive 7x
slot points on your day’s play. Plus, 500 B Connected
accounts will be loaded with $500 slot dollars. Just insert your B Connected card into any slot machine to
see if you are an instant winner. And don’t forget our
Father’s Day Beer and BBQ buffet from 11 a.m. until
9 p.m., featuring all you can eat of your BBQ favorites
and more for just $21.99.
Our monthly “Progressive Payday Drawings”
continue to roll on Thursday, June 25 where we will
draw 15 lucky winners at 9:00 p.m. for their chance
to win $100 up to our progressive payday top prize of
$40,000 slot dollars. If the progressive payday prize is

not won in June, it will roll over to our next drawing
in July plus we will add another $10,000 slot dollars
to the prize amount. The progressive prize is guaranteed to be given away by the end of 2015! Total amount
could be worth $100,000 slot dollars!
Party till the cows come home as we close out
the month with our “Show Me the Moo-lah Giveaway”
on June 27. Players have a chance to win slot dollars
and signature plush cows. From 4:00 p.m. until 8:00
p.m. players can earn 250 points to receive a plush
cow and a chance to win bonus slot dollars. One in
seven cows hold $20 up to $1,000 slot dollars. Then,
from 7:00 p.m. until 11:00 p.m., 30 B Connected players will win a share of over $27,000 with the top 10
players winning $1,500 slot dollars each.

Be sure to join in the winning this June! Your
friends at Treasure Chest are waiting to serve up a
great gaming experience. It’s always more fun with
friends...at Treasure Chest Casino.
As usual, Treasure Chest Casino guests must be
21 or older to enter the casino and become a B Connected member. Membership is free and rules and
restrictions apply.
Treasure Chest Casino is located at 5050 Williams Boulevard in Kenner on Lake Pontchartrain
in Laketown. For more information, visit www.treasurechestcasino.com or call 443-8000..

Treasure Chest offers free live entertainment
during June
Treasure Chest Casino offers free live entertainment in the casino’s Caribbean Showroom. Treasure Chest
Casino is located in Laketown at 5050 Williams Boulevard in Kenner. The casino is open 24 hours on Friday and
Saturday and from 8:00 a.m. until 3:00 a.m. Sunday through Thursday. The casino’s phone number is 443-8000.
Visit the casino’s website, www.treasurechestcasino.com, for more information.
Below is a list of entertainment with schedule and times subject to change.

Wed., June 3
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Harvey Jesus & Fire

Sun., June 7
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
WTIX Oldies Show

Sat., June 13
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Orleans

Fri., June 19
8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Blue Eyed Soul Review

Thurs., June 25
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Foret Tradition

Thurs., June 4
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Top Cats

Wed., June 10
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Harvey Jesus & Fire

Sun., June 14
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
WTIX Oldies Show

Sat., June 20
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Limited Edition

Fri., June 26
9:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
90 Degrees West

Fri., June 5
8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
River City Hit Squad

Thurs., June 11
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Foret Tradition

Wed., June 17
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Harvey Jesus & Fire

Sun., June 21
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
WTIX Oldies Show

Sat., June 27
9:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
Off The Hook

Sat., June 6
9:00 p.m.-1:00: am
Clusta Funk

Fri., June 12
8:00 p.m.-12:00 a.m.
Seabrook

Thurs., June 18
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Top Cats

Wed., June 24
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Harvey Jesus & Fire

Sun., June 28
6:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
WTIX Oldies Show

Community
Jefferson Parish to host free “open house” of
new performing arts center
On Friday, June 19, 2015, Jefferson Parish will
host a free open house to welcome the public into
the new Jefferson Performing Arts Center. Visitors
can enjoy a sneak peek inside the new state-of-theart theater facility. Guided tours will be provided
free of charge every half hour. The open house will
be held from 3:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. An official ribbon cutting will occur at 2:30 p.m.
The Jefferson Performing Arts Center is located at 6400 Airline Drive in Metairie between LaSalle Park and Zephyr Field. The center features an
89-foot wide stage area equipped with an operable

orchestra lift that can be raised and lowered by a
motor-driven system and a state-of-the-art acoustic
design. The Jefferson Performing Arts Society, artist in residence at JPAC, as well as operator and
manager SMG, will be on-hand to welcome visitors
into the new home for the cultural arts in Jefferson
Parish.
On Saturday June 20, 2015, SMG and the Jefferson Performing Arts Society will join Jefferson
Parish in presenting a “gala opening” to showcase
the talent of our region.

Century Title, Inc.
“We Close Real Estate Transactions For You”

Real Estate
Title Transfers
Refinances
Real Estate Sales | Mortgages
Donations | 1031 Tax Free Exchanges
Expert closing assistance – In operation over 20 years
In-house problem solving real estate title attorneys – You’ll need this
We keep you informed – We return your calls
Our costs are competitive – Our work is accurate

Randy Lovitt
3925 N. I-10 Service Road, Suite 230, Metairie •
Century Title_0515.indd 1

830-7979 • FAX 831-2609
4/26/15 6:13 PM
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The Society of St. Vincent de Paul invites New Orleanians to celebrate a good time for a
good cause
The Archdiocesan Council of the Society of
St. Vincent de Paul (SVdP) has announced its 2015
fundraising gala to benefit two of its special works,
namely the Adult Learning Center and the Community Pharmacy. Jazzin on the River V, will be held Saturday, June 20, 2015, aboard the historic steamboat
Natchez. Tickets are $100 per person.
The gala will be held from 6:00 p.m. until 9:00
p.m. and will cruise the Mississippi River from 7:30
p.m. until 8:30 p.m.
The evening will include a silent auction, music by the Dukes of Dixieland and a restaurant raffle
drawing: A lucky winner will receive ten $100 gift

City budget
from page 1

Airport as the airport will begin construction on the new
north terminal this summer.
Kenner’s cash reserve fund, or fund balance, is
expected to remain at approximately 10 percent of the
operating budget.
The Kenner City Council is expected to vote on
approval of the final budget at the June 4, 2015 meeting.
The making of a Kenner city annual fiscal year
budget, which begins July 1 and ends June 30 of each
year, is a long, involved process that stretches from early
February to when the council approves it, mandated by
city charter by June 15.
There are many steps in the process of develop-

cards to some of the city’s most renowned dining establishments. The chance to win the $1000 value gift
cards can be bought for $25 a ticket. Other prizes and
give-a-ways will also take place.
Proceeds from the event will help the organization continue its necessary mission; assisting needy
residents with free prescription medication via (The
St. Vincent de Paul Community Pharmacy), along
with preparation for the G.E.D. (St. Vincent de PaulSr. Lory Schaff Adult Learning Center)
“This is a special time for us to celebrate and
honor our dedicated volunteers throughout the Society,” says Executive Director Deacon Rudy Rayfield.
“Without their dedication and generosity, we would

not be able to continue to provide the services that
are so needed by so many in our community.”
The Society of St. Vincent de Paul will once
again honor a dedicated individual that has helped
carry out the organizations’ mission to serve in the
community. The distinguished “Top Hat” award will
be announced and presented at the evening’s event
by Archbishop Gregory Aymond.
“Deeply convinced that each man and woman
is a beloved child of God, the staff of the St. Vincent
de Paul Adult Learning Center strives to continue the
saving mission of Jesus Christ by offering education
to adults. The (ALC) hopes to strengthen self-esteem
and confidence, to stimulate wholesome self-disci-

pline and promote a solid work ethic and moral values,” said Rayfield.
The St. Vincent de Paul Community Pharmacy’s
mission is to positively impact the healthcare needs
of the indigent and homeless by providing prescription medication free of charge. “We strive to medically improve the quality of life of the indigent and
homeless of our community by serving as a free pharmacy of last resort. The goal of the pharmacy staff is
to lessen the burden of their brethren by providing
pharmaceutical care responsibly, professionally and
with compassion.

ing the city’s annual fiscal budget that begin in the offices of Kenner’s Finance Department and culminates
in June.
First, in early February, the finance department
requests each city department to prepare a proposed
budget for the coming year and provides the departments with the information to use in preparing their requests. Each department is provided a monthly report
that shows its current year’s budget and the amount
of dollars the department has spent so far for the year.
Each department is provided with forms to be utilized
to prepare their proposed budget and are required to
prepare their proposed budget along with estimates for
the remainder of the current year.
The finance department also prepares a projection of city revenues for the coming fiscal year. This

includes income from such sources as sales taxes, property taxes and Treasure Chest Casino collections.
By late March, the mayor and his administration
have met with each department head and reviewed
their proposed budget for consideration. The administration also meets with council members to get their
input on the budget.
With the requested information in hand, the
administration, working with the department heads,
forge a proposed budget that is presented by May 1 to
the Kenner City Council by the mayor on behalf of his
administration.
In May, the city council begins to hold hearings on
each department’s budget. They question department
heads and the administration on how the city of Kenner is going to spend its proposed budgeted money in
the upcoming fiscal year. The public is invited to attend

the council’s hearings. Residents of Kenner will get to
have their say about the budget at the council meeting
in which the council votes on the budget, expected to
be June 4 this year.
It is common for the council to make amendments to the budget before approving it.
It has never happened, but if the council failed to
approve a budget by June 15, the city charter says “it
shall be presumed to have adopted the budget submitted by the mayor.” No mayor in Kenner’s modern history
has ever vetoed a council-approved budget. But if the
mayor did veto the budget, the council could override
the veto with a “super-majority” of five votes. If the
council could not muster five votes to override the veto,
the veto would stand and “it shall be presumed to have
adopted the budget submitted by the mayor.”

www.chateaucafe.com

Burger Specials

(Chateau Blvd. location only)

BBQ, Bacon, Cheddar Burger
Mushroom, Swiss Burger
Jalapeño, Bacon, Cheddar or Swiss Burger
Three Cheese, Bacon Burger
(Cheddar, Jack or Swiss)

BBQ, Bacon, Ranch Burger
Mushroom, Bacon, Swiss Burger
Buffalo, Blue Cheese, Bacon Burger

(Melted Blue Cheese, Crispy Bacon & Buffalo Sauce)

Five Cheese Burger

(Cheddar, Jack, Swiss, Blue Cheese, & Feta)

Blue Cheese, Bacon Burger

Avocado Swiss Burger

Bacon, Cheddar or Swiss Burger

All burgers served with fries or chips for lunch and dinner.

Open 7 Days • Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
3501 Chateau Blvd. • 465-9444
Everyday 6:45 am - 10 pm

701 W. Esplanade • 461-9819
Mon - Sat 6:30 - 3 pm
Sun 7:00 to 2 pm

Call Ahead for To Go Orders!
ChateauCafe_1113.indd 1

so they can get a hotel room or lodging or get to where
they need to go in a reasonable amount of time. On the
from page 1
city’s emergency preparedness website page there are
witnessed by recent weather events. And between 2011 helpful links citizens may find interesting such as a hoand the twister on April 27 of this year, four tornadoes
tel finder that takes FEMA vouchers and a gas station
touched down in the city. The first three were respon- locator.”
sible for an estimated $750,000 in damages. Dodt said
Dodt said the city has made arrangements for
figures for the most recent tornado aren’t yet available.
Entergy to restore power as soon as the weather allows.
Dodt is urging residents not to judge the potential “Citizens should know that the city of Kenner will be doimpact of a storm by its classification as a tropical storm
ing everything possible to get Entergy into the city to
or lower class hurricane. “It’s important to be appreci- make repairs as soon as possible. We have a mutual aid
ate the conditions you might face if you remain in the
agreement to establish a staging area and we have one
city as a hurricane heads our way,” Dodt said. “In ad- of their representatives embedded in our emergency
dition to the risk of tornadoes, power outages are quite
operating center during storms. This individual tracks
common and are to be expected. Hurricane Isaac was
power outages in neighborhoods and is able to notify
only a Category 1 storm, but most Kenner residents lost
officials of restoration estimates. Citizens should still
power for three or four days and some were without
continue to contact the Entergy outage number when
power for a full week.”
an outage occurs and that information will be routed to
In fact, the National Hurricane Center says a Cat- this official. However, the main job of this Entergy ofegory 1 storm – and that means winds up to 95 mph – ficial is to address critical infrastructure power outages
could trigger power outages from a few days to several
such as fire stations, hospitals, life stations, pump stadays. For a Category 2 storm with winds from 96 to 110
tions and restoring power at transfer sites,” said Dodt.
mph a “near-total power loss” is likely and could last
Dodt said, “Our residents need to be realistic
“several days to weeks.” For more information on these
about what conditions will be like in event of a storm.
projections go to www.nhc.noaa.gov/aboutsshws.php.
We could have wide area power outages which will of
Considering the potential issues presented by tor- course affect the ability to get food and gas, receive sewnadoes and power outages – not to mention high winds
er services and get medical care. There is the possibility
and heavy rain – Kenner residents should seriously con- of not being able to flush toilets for days at a time.”
sider evacuation whenever a major storm is forecast to
On a little bigger scale, the National Weather Serhit the area, said Dodt.
vice is able to provide more comprehensive and direct
“It’s a good idea that when government officials say
information concerning surge hazards in connection
it is a voluntary evacuation that it is really the time to
with storm activity. They will distribute that information
consider leaving,” Dodt said. “Do not wait for a manda- as soon as it becomes available so officials can decide
tory evacuation order or contraflow. By that time the
when an evacuation needs to be called by the approprihighways will be packed and you will have problems
ate governments.
getting to your destination. We tell people to leave early

Emergency preparedness
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Armstrong International
from page 1

to an increase in passenger boardings at Armstrong
International of over 31 percent during Ahmad’s five
year tenure. In 2013, an airlines industry magazine
said Armstrong International was the fastest growing
airport in the country.
However, the best is still to come. When workers begin to drive pilings for the new North Terminal
Project, it will mark the beginning of one of the biggest
public construction projects in Louisiana with a budget
of more than $650 million. “The North Terminal Project
will give the community one of the best world-class airport terminals in the nation. The construction job will
create 13,498 jobs and a $1.7 billion economic impact
on the region. The construction of the North Terminal
will be a historic event,” says Ahmad.
Part of the growth pattern at Armstrong International is the success of the Ahmad administration in

Parks & recreation
from page 1

seen a dramatic decline as parents choose to sign up
for travel leagues outside the city. The result is some
playgrounds remain very popular while others have
very small leagues, and in some sports, no leagues at
all. “As the mayor has pointed out, it makes no sense
to have rules in place simply because that’s the way
things have always been done,” Quigley said.
By relaxing the boundary requirement, it’s possible to group kids interested in a particular sport at
the playground closest to all of them. “That way, we
can make sure every youth sports league has enough

Airport access road
from page 1

just slightly east of where Aberdeen Street is now located, and will be a four-lane divided road to handle
the traffic headed either from Interstate 10 or Veterans Boulevard to the new terminal.
The current Aberdeen Street, which provides
access to a nearby business park, will remain in place
and continue to offer that access.
While the New Orleans Aviation Board is in
charge of the North Terminal project, Kenner officials have held regular meetings with the state, the
Aviation Board, Jefferson Parish and the Regional
Planning Commission, among others, to ensure that
concerns about drainage, traffic and noise were being
properly addressed.
“We have made sure all of the necessary environmental, drainage and traffic studies are being
conducted so that any impact on Kenner will be
minimized,” said Kenner Chief Administrative Officer
Mike Quigley said.
The Memorandum of Understanding offers further protection for the city by spelling out the details
of an agreement between Kenner and the NOAB regarding payment for the North Terminal Access Road.

cutting airline costs of operation here. Prior to Ahmad’s
arrival, airlines questioned high costs of doing business
at Armstrong International making it unattractive to
add new air service. Under Ahmad, the cost of a passenger enplanement at Armstrong International has
gone from a 2014 projected cost of $16.31 to an actual
$8.03. As the costs of doing business at Armstrong have
dipped, airlines have added additional flights here,
contributing to the surge toward 10 million passengers
served annually.
With all of that, Ahmad says he is proudest of the
excellent relationship he has been able to develop for
the airport with Kenner’s civic, business and government leadership. “We have a great working relationship
with the community, Mayor Yenni, the Kenner City
Council and the staff at Kenner City Hall. We see ourselves as Kenner’s partner for progress with the airport
and the city growing together, creating new jobs and
enhancing Kenner’s status as one of America’s great
places to live, work and raise a family,” said Ahmad.
kids to make the experience enjoyable for everyone
involved,” Marroccoli said.
The first step under the new master plan is
underway now. All playgrounds are being studied to
determine what changes – if any are needed – to increase sports participation.
Yenni and the three recreation committee
members emphasized that before any new rules are
put into effect, city officials will hold public hearings
to get the input of residents. That is likely to happen
sometime this summer. “We can’t do this properly
without feedback from the people who use the playgrounds,” Quigley said. “This process will be completely transparent.”
The Aviation Board has agreed to pay for the 20 percent construction match and all design costs.
“The Aviation Board has recognized the potential impacts on the residents of the city of Kenner and
they have been excellent partners thus far,” Kenner
Mayor Michael S. Yenni said. “But we cannot just sit
back and assume everything will work out for the best.
Instead, we are taking the lead to make sure Kenner’s
interests are being represented here.”
Kenner has chosen Digital Engineering and Imaging, Inc. to design a second roadway-related project.
The project includes ground-level roadway improvements on Veterans and Loyola Drive to accommodate
traffic until the new access road is completed. That
project is estimated to cost about $800,000 and it has
also been scheduled into the Federal Aid Network
Program. That means, the federal government pays
80 percent of the costs. Kenner will pay 20 percent, as
well as the design costs.
The access road and other ground-level improvements are not considered the ultimate solution
to traffic entering and leaving the North Terminal
area. Future plans call for an $87 million new, elevated Interstate 10 interchange to handle all airport
traffic. However, that project likely will take seven to
10 years to fund and complete, officials have said.
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KBA 30th Anniversary Party
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JOIN KBA

Food, Fun, Networking
Hosted by Kenner Police Department
& Police Chief Michael Glaser
Thursday, June 18
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Nobody
does it
better
than us!
4971 West Napoleon Ave. Metairie • 889-9856

We are the
place to watch
all sports on
our 19 TVs.
Not a bad seat
in the house.

Beer bucket
specials and
great food.
WIFI.

OPEN 11 am - 4 am

Come
watch sports
at
Stepbrothers.

NOBODY DOES SPORTS BETTER THAN STEPBROTHERS!
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of training in various aspects of police work, such as
legal issues, first aid, firearms, investigations, traffic
services, patrol practices, report writing, community
relations, self-defense tactics, physical training and
defensive driving. P.O.S.T. requires a minimum of 360
hours of instruction.
Upon graduation, officers will be P.O.S.T. cer-

FREE ESTIMATES
tified, meaning that they have taken and passed
the P.O.S.T. exam and have sufficiently completed
the basic training requirements. Louisiana law
requires all police officers to be P.O.S.T. certified
within one year of being hired. Upon completing
the basic academy, new Kenner Police Officers
must also successfully complete a 16-week field
training program, working with a veteran police
officer in the KPD Patrol Division.

LA License #28613

Kenner police academy

REPLACE FIRE HAZARD FUSE
BOXES WITH CIRCUIT BREAKERS
We install
Automatic Standby

GENERATORS

SAVE 20% ON INSURANCE
over
30 Years
experience

455-2355

No Job Too Small - We Do all!
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